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hemistry is at the heart of how everything
works; it’s the science of change. What makes
something soft or hard, or a solid, liquid, or
gas? Chemistry tells you. It also looks at
what makes something explode or freeze,
sizzle and pop, or not change at all, because it’s about
how those substances interact and change.

Introduction
(NV SN 5RD 4GHR "NNJ

You can experiment with materials in your own kitchen to discover and learn the
answers to these questions. You’ll make goop, cause chemical reactions, and create
yummy treats, and each project will illustrate an important chemical concept. You can
go through the chapters in order or just dive into a particularly interesting project and
see where it leads. All of the materials you will use can be found in your own kitchen
or at a local grocery store, drugstore, or hardware store.You can do most of the projects
with little help from an adult.
A Roman philosopher named Seneca once wrote, “Luck is what happens when
preparation meets opportunity.” Although he lived about 2,000 years ago, what he said
then is still true.
This could be your lucky day. You can make new discoveries, create a tasty treat,
or devise a new “magic” trick. But you have to be prepared. You have to have the
right materials, the right setup, and, most of all, the right attitude. With these three
things you’ll learn as much as you can, as safely as you can, and with as much fun
as possible.
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Scientists have a special way of looking at looking at the
world, and you can too. Here’s what you do.
.NSHBD SGHMFR Pay attention! Look around you!
If Benjamin Franklin hadn’t noticed how the water changed
behind ships as they sailed, he wouldn’t have experimented
with oil and water. If you notice what’s going on around you,
you’ll see all kinds of things to investigate and explore.
)MUDRSHF@SD If you see something you don’t
understand or that doesn’t make sense, ﬁnd out more about
it. That may involve some research in a library, but it might
BGDLHRSQX the study of the
also involve trying an experiment, which is another imporproperties of substances and how
tant—and even more fun—way to investigate. Ask questions,
they react with one another.
like “Why?” and “What would happen if . . .?”
RTARS@MBD physical material
After you try an experiment or a project in this book,
from which something is made.
BGDLHB@K QD@BSHNM the
you can also change the experiment a bit to see what
rearragement of atoms in a substance
happens. (If you want to use new materials, though, check
to make a new chemical substance.
with an adult ﬁrst to make sure the experiment will be safe.)

7ORDS
TO +NOW

%NGLISH -ETRIC
You may notice that throughout the book, when a quantity of something is given, there
is another number and unit in parentheses. For example: one inch (2.5 centimeters).
The ﬁrst number and unit is using the English system of measurement, and the
number and unit in parentheses is using the metric system, which is the measuring
system used by scientists throughout the world, including scientists in the United
States. Most of the world uses the metric system for everything, but in the United
States, most things are measured using the English system. More and more, people
use the metric system in the United States—every hear of a 2-liter soda bottle? Or
megabytes of memory for a computer? That’s metric! But, especially in the kitchen,
the English system is still used a lot, such as tablespoons and cups. So we give both
measurements! What are the advantages of using the metric system? It’s based on
a decimal system, that is, powers of ten. So it’s much easier to multiply and divide
the numbers. Because it’s used throughout the world, it’s also easier to be able to
communicate with others. That’s especially important for scientists, because the
scientiﬁc community is really a worldwide community—when a scientist does an
experiment, the results are shared with scientists everywhere, who can then build on
that work with more experiments.
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4OOLS AND MATERIALS
Some materials are speciﬁc to one or just a few experiments, but some things are
used over and over. You may decide to keep a special corner or box as your science
lab, so your basic tools and materials are right at hand. Here are some standard tools:
• notebook and pencil
• candy thermometer
• weather thermometer

• plastic and glass bottles
and jars
• paper towels and soap

Here’s the important thing about making changes
in a project: only make one change at a time.
Otherwise, you won’t know which of your changes
made a difference in the results.
"DKHDUD VG@S XNT RDD MNS VG@S XNT
SGHMJ XNT RGNTKC RDD If Erasto Mpemba
hadn’t believed his own eyes, he never would have
ﬁgured out that boiling water can freeze faster than
warm water. When you try an experiment or make
a change to one you’ve already done, try to predict
what might happen next. Even if your results aren’t
what you expected, you can learn something. If
something doesn’t work the way you expected,
maybe you made a mistake. For example, you might
have put in too much of one ingredient. But maybe
your results show you something new. Scientists make
new discoveries all the time based on “mistakes.”
3G@QD @MC BNLO@QD Scientists often
work together to solve problems. If Harry Kroto,
Rick Smalley, and Bob Curl hadn’t worked together
as a team, they probably wouldn’t have discovered the
buckyball or won the Nobel Prize. Keep track of your
results and share them with others. Maybe
together you can ﬁgure out why your
project or experiment turned out like
it did.

• measuring cups/spoons
• safety goggles
• paper and scissors

$ID 9OU +NOW

)N  THE UNMANNED
-ARS #LIMATE /RBITER WAS
LOST BECAUSE TWO DIFFERENT
MEASURING SYSTEMS WERE
USED IN ITS ENGINEERING
4HE ENGINEERING TEAM THAT
PROGRAMMED THE SOFTWARE
SENDING INFORMATION TO THE
/RBITER USED THE %NGLISH
SYSTEM BUT THE TEAM THAT
PROGRAMMED THE /RBITER
TO RECEIVE THE INFORMATION
USED THE METRIC SYSTEM
"ECAUSE OF THE MISMATCH
IN UNITS THE /RBITER ENTERED
-ARS¡ ORBIT TOO LOW AND
VANISHED 4HE /RBITER WAS
DESIGNED TO HELP UNDERSTAND
THE HISTORY OF WATER AND THE
POTENTIAL FOR LIFE ON -ARS
AND IT COST  MILLION
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These experiments are designed to be safe, but you still have to be careful. Every
laboratory, or “lab,” has rules and so does yours. Here they are.
Make sure an adult knows what you’re doing, where you’re working, and what
you’re using.
If an experiment involves very hot stuff, like boiling water or making candy,
get an adult to help you! You can still be in charge and run the experiment,
but let your grown-up “lab assistant” handle the hot stuff. Not only will this keep
you safe, but it has the added advantage that you get to boss around the adult.
Make sure there are plenty of potholders nearby.
Read the instructions for a project or experiment all the way through and make
sure you have all of the materials before you begin. There may be some items
that you need to get at the grocery store, drugstore, or hardware store.
If there’s a small child or pet in your house, be extra careful not to leave small or
sharp objects or any liquids (including glue) within their reach. For this reason,
it’s best to do your experiments on a kitchen counter or table.
Wash your hands before and after each project.
If a project needs to sit overnight or without your supervision (like crystal
making), put a label on it, place it where it won’t be disturbed, and make sure it’s
not within reach of small children or animals.
When you’re ﬁnished, make sure everything is completely cleaned up and put
away, the stove is turned off, and there are no chemicals left around.
Don’t pour any goopy substances down the sink. Throw them in the trash.
If you try any variations on these projects or make up your own new experiments,
get an adult to look over what you’re doing. A good rule of thumb: it’s safe to mix
food items together, but it is not safe to mix cleaning materials together.
If you’re not sure if something is safe, stop what you’re doing and ask an adult.
So get your mind in gear and your supplies in order. You’ll have so much fun making
these projects, you may not even notice how much you’re learning. And after you’ve
tried all of the experiments and projects in this book, make up your own. You’re in
charge, so get ready to Build It Yourself!
4

star. The air. A roly-poly bug. Clouds. Hot lava.
Icebergs.You. All of these things have different
shapes, colors, temperatures, textures, and
densities. In other ways, though, they’re all
the same. They are all made up of relatively
few kinds of particles. It’s the arrangement of those
particles that makes all the difference in the world. It even
makes all the difference in the universe.

Atoms &
Molecules

$NM`S 3VD@S SGD 3L@KK 3STEE
Atoms are the basic building blocks of everything.
They are very tiny—so tiny that you can’t even
see them with most microscopes. Every atom is
composed of protons, neutrons, and electrons.
The protons have a positive electrical charge, the
electrons have a negative charge, and the neutrons
don’t have a charge—they are neutral. The
protons and neutrons clump together in
the nucleus, or center, of the atom, and the
electrons spin around the nucleus.

5
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7ORDS TO +NOW
@SNL the smallest particle of matter that
cannot be broken down by chemical means.
An atom is made up of a nucleus of protons and
neutrons, surrounded by a cloud of electrons.
OQNSNM a type of elementary particle that
has a positive electrical charge and is found
in the nucleus of all atoms.
MDTSQNM a particle of an atom that has no
electrical charge and is found in the nucleus
of all atoms.
DKDBSQNM a stable, negatively charged
particle found in all atoms.

DKDBSQHB@K BG@QFD a fundamental
property of matter. Protons and the nuclei of
atoms have a positive charge, electrons have a
negative charge, and neutrons have no charge.
Normally, each atom has as many protons as
electrons and thus has no net electrical charge.
In other words, the atom is neutral.
MTBKDTR the central part of an atom, made
up of protons and neutrons.
MTBKD@Q QD@BSHNM a process in which two
nuclei or nuclear particles collide to produce
products different from the initial particles.

Years ago, people thought that electrons
travel around the nucleus in deﬁnite circular
patterns, or orbits. You may have seen pictures
like this. Now we know that electrons don’t
follow a perfect circle around the nucleus but
are more likely to go around in certain places.
A famous physicist named Erwin Schrödinger said the electron is like a “vibrating string.”
If you took a picture of all of the places that
electrons go, it would look like a cloud, like
the drawing below. The electrons do orbit in
shells, which are regions of space around
the nucleus. If you think of the
nucleus as a beehive, then the electrons
would be the bees swarming around it.
The nucleus is held together very tightly—so tightly, in fact,
that it takes a nuclear reaction to split one. But the electrons aren’t
held as tightly, so it’s easier to add an electron to an atom or take
away an electron from an atom. And those electrons don’t always like
to stay in one place. Electrons have a negative charge and are attracted
6
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to protons, which have a positive charge. So electrons often move around, sticking to
protons in other atoms. It is this movement of electrons that allows atoms to bond
together to make all of the different substances in and around you. And that’s what
chemistry is all about.

%KDLDMSR
We call a substance that is made up of just one type of atom an element. Pure gold, for
example, only has one type of atom. There are 92 different kinds of atoms, or elements,
that occur naturally. All matter, from the smallest speck to the largest star, is made of
these elements.
What makes the difference between different kinds of elements is the number of
protons in the nucleus of its atom.A hydrogen atom, for example, always has one proton.
An oxygen atom always has eight protons. And a gold atom always has 79 protons.

4HE !NCIENT 'REEKS
Around 440 BCE—that’s over 2,400 years ago—Greek
philosophers tried to understand the nature of the universe.
They didn’t do much in the way of experiments, but they
did ask a lot of questions and debate answers. Two of these
philosophers, a man named Democritus and his teacher,
Leucippus, asked what would happen if you cut a block of silver
in half, then cut the half in half, and just kept doing this. They
thought that eventually you would get to the smallest particle
of silver, which couldn’t be cut anymore, and they called those
particles atoms. Atom is Greek for something that cannot be
divided. They also said that those atoms are always moving, and because
they need space to move in, there must also be empty space, or a void. So far, so
good. But according to Democritus and Leucippus, there was an inﬁnite variety of
atoms, so a tree was made of completely different stuff than air.
Of course, not everyone agreed with them. Aristotle was a brilliant Greek
philosopher who contributed much to scientiﬁc understanding, but he got some things
wrong too when it came to atoms. He said that if you kept dividing silver, you would
never ﬁnish, so there couldn’t be any such thing as an atom. He and other Greek
philosophers developed the idea that all matter was made of four elements—earth,
air, water, and ﬁre—and these elements could be changed from one into another. Even
though Aristotle had the number of elements wrong, he had the right idea about a
relatively small number of elements combining in different ways to make up all matter.

7
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7ORDS TO +NOW
DKDLDMS a substance whose atoms are all the
same. Examples of elements include gold, oxygen,
and carbon.
L@SSDQ the material substance of the universe
that has mass, occupies space, and can change
(convert) into energy.
UNHC a large hole or empty space.
LNKDBTKD the simplest structural unit of an
element or compound, a group of atoms bonded
together. Molecules can break apart and form
new ones, which is a chemical reaction.

ANMC an attractive force that holds together
the atoms, ions, or groups of atoms in a molecule
or crystal.
HNM an atom that has an unequal number of
protons and electrons. Ions have either a positive
or negative charge.
MDNM a gas that gives an orange glow
when electricity is passed through it, used in
ﬂuorescent lighting.

-NKDBTKDR
Is there a water atom? No. Hardly anything is a pure element. Water, like most things,
is made up of molecules. Molecules are simply two or more atoms bonded together.
The atoms can be the same kind but more often are
different types of atoms. The bond that holds them
together isn’t a ﬁxed thing, like a stick or string,
4HE NUMBER OF MOLECULES
even though we draw it that way sometimes. A
YOU BREATHE IN IN ONLY ONE
bond is a force, so the atoms can still wiggle, or
BREATH OF AIR IS MORE THAN
vibrate, when they’re bonded. There are differTHE NUMBER OF GRAINS OF
ent kinds of bonds, but all bonds have to do with
SAND ON THE ENTIRE EARTH
atoms sharing or trading their electrons. Remember,
electrons like to travel, and because they are always
moving around, we have not just 92 different kinds of
natural substances but millions.

$ID 9OU +NOW

)NMR
There are as many electrons as protons in each atom,
so the electrons’ negative charge and the protons’
positive charge balance each other out. As a result,
atoms have a neutral charge. Neon has 10 protons and
10 electrons. Some elements tend to gain or lose
one or more electrons, but it’s still the same element.
8
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(OW 3MALL IS A MOLECULE
Molecules and atoms are so very tiny that it’s hard to even
imagine them. A single grain of sugar contains about
1,000,000,000,000,000,000—or a quintillion—molecules.
How big is a quintillion? If each molecule was the size of
a penny, then a grain of sugar would be as wide and long
as a football ﬁeld, with pennies stacked almost 100,000
miles (160,000 kilometers) high. That would be almost
halfway to the moon. Think about the size of the cavity
that you’d get from that much sugar!

Hydrogen, for example, tends to lose its electron.
It’s still hydrogen, but without its electron it has a positive
charge. When an atom has lost or gained an electron and
has a positive or negative charge, we call it an ion.

#GDLHB@K &NQLTK@R
If you had to write a math equation, you probably wouldn’t write, “Twenty-eight plus
fourteen equals forty-two.” It would take too long to write and it would be hard to read
quickly.You would write, “28 + 14 = 42.” Chemistry is the same way. Chemists have to
write chemical equations all the time, and it would take too long to write and read if
they had to spell everything out. So chemists use symbols, just like we do in math.
Each element has a symbol.There’s a particular way of writing what’s in a molecule,
called a chemical formula.The chemical formula lists all the elements that form each
molecule and uses a small number to the bottom right of an element’s symbol to stand
for the number of atoms of that element. For example, the chemical formula for water
is H2O. That tells us that a water molecule is made up of two hydrogen (“H” and “2”)
atoms and one oxygen (“O”) atom.

$ID 9OU +NOW
$IAMONDS ARE THE
HARDEST NATURAL
SUBSTANCE KNOWN

#@QANM
Diamonds, when cut, are sparkly and beautiful. They
are also the hardest substance known. Graphite, which
is used in pencils, is dull and gray and so soft you can
write with it. About as different as you can get, right?
9
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Just how complicated can carbon-based molecules be? Take a look at hemoglobin,
which is what makes blood red. Hemoglobin is the part of blood that carries oxygen
from our lungs to the rest of our body; without it, we couldn’t live. The chemical
formula for hemoglobin is C2954H516N780O806S12Fe4. That’s 2,954 atoms of carbon
(“C”), 516 atoms of hydrogen (“H”), 780 atoms of nitrogen (“N”), 806 atoms of oxygen
(“O”), 12 atoms of sulfur (“S”), and 4 atoms of iron (“Fe” for ferrum, which is Latin for
iron). All of that is in each hemoglobin molecule, and all of those atoms are arranged
in a very speciﬁc way. That’s one complex molecule!

Wrong. Diamonds and graphite are very much alike.They are both made of exactly
the same thing: carbon. And nothing else. In fact, when graphite is deep in the ground,
under pressure for a long time, it can turn into diamond.
The reason diamonds and graphite have such different qualities is not because of
what they’re made of but because of how all of that carbon is put together. If you
could shrink to the size of an atom and walk around inside a diamond and a piece
of graphite, they would look quite different to you. Each carbon atom in diamonds
is joined to four others to make a tetrahedron, and
all of the bonds are strong. You can see the triangle
! NANOTUBE I   TIMES shape of the tetrahedron in the model to the left, and
THINNER THAN A HUMAN HAIR triangles are very strong shapes.
In graphite, the carbon atoms bond in rings of
MODEL OF GRAPHITE.
six, or hexagons, which form sheets of
MODEL OF
DIAMOND.
carbon. The sheets look like a honeycomb and are very strong—as strong
as diamonds—but the bonds between
the sheets are very weak, and break easily.
When the weak bonds break, the sheets
slide against each other and separate.
When you write with your pencil, some
of the graphite is breaking off to make a
mark.You are leaving a trail of carbon behind on the paper.

$ID 9OU +NOW
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Another form of carbon was discovered by
a group of scientists in 1985. Harry Kroto, Rich
Smalley, and Bob Curl called their discovery
a buckminsterfullerene, or “buckyball,” named after
architect Richard Buckminster Fuller (1895–1983) for
the dome-shaped buildings he designed. In a buckyball,
60 atoms are bonded in hexagons and pentagons
(rings of ﬁve) to make a shape like a soccer
ball. Other similar carbon structures have
28, 70, or even more, atoms. There are also
hollow tube-shaped structures made completely from carbon, called buckytubes.You
can build your own buckyball and learn
more about them at the end of this chapter.
Carbon is the most important atom in living
creatures. Without it, life—at least, life as we know it—could not exist. This is because
carbon can form huge, complicated molecules or almost endless chains. Living things
need these complicated molecules because they have to accomplish a huge variety of
tasks. No matter how it’s put together, carbon is a strange and wonderful substance.

7ORDS TO +NOW
PTHMSHKKHNM The cardinal number with 18
zeroes after it.
BGDLHB@K ENQLTK@ a representation of
a substance or of a chemical reaction using
symbols for its elements.
GDLNFKNAHM a substance in red blood
cells that combines with and carries oxygen
around the body, and gives blood its red color.

B@QANM an element found in all living things.
SDSQ@GDCQNM a shape with four triangular
faces.
GDW@FNM a plane ﬁgure with six straight
sides and angles.
ODMS@FNM a plane ﬁgure with ﬁve straight
sides and angles.
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Make Your Own

1
2
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Poke one toothpick into two gumdrops of the same color.The
gumdrops represent the carbon atoms, and the toothpick
represents the bonds between them.

Poke another toothpick into one of the
gumdrops a little bit more than 90 degrees
from the ﬁrst toothpick. Add a gumdrop
of the same color to the end of the second
toothpick.

3

Repeat step 2 until there are ﬁve
toothpicks. For the ﬁfth toothpick, don’t
add a gumdrop, but poke the toothpick
into the ﬁrst gumdrop. You should have a
pentagon shape (a ﬁve-sided shape) of toothpicks
and gumdrops.

4

Make 11 more pentagons of toothpicks and
gumdrops. One pentagon should be the same
color as the ﬁrst one, and the other 10 should
use a different color of gumdrop. All of the gumdrops
represent the same kind of atom—carbon—but it’s easier to
put them together if you use two different colors.

5

Place the pentagon of the ﬁrst color
ﬂat on a table. Place ﬁve pentagons
of the second color around it at each
of the ﬁve points. Using a toothpick, join
each gumdrop in the center pentagon to
one of the other pentagons.

12
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6

Join each of the outer pentagons to the
one next to it with a toothpick. Each of
your links should make a hexagon, or
six-sided shape. As you put in toothpicks, the
whole structure will bend to make a bowl shape.

$ID 9OU +NOW
4HE BUCKMINSTERFULLERENE
OR BUCKYBALL IS THE OFFICIAL
STATE MOLECULE OF &LORIDA

7

Repeat steps 1–6 with more gumdrops and
toothpicks.To ﬁnish the buckyball, join the two bowls together into a ball.
The edges of the bowls are uneven, with two gumdrops sticking out next to
two that don’t stick out. Offset these sticking out parts between the two sides.
Link the two sides so that all of these new links form hexagons.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
You have made a model of a buckyball. A buckyball is made of only
carbon atoms. Does the shape remind you of anything? If you
have a soccer ball handy, look at it closely. A soccer ball has the
same shape as a buckyball: 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. This
structure makes buckyballs extremely strong—stronger even
than diamonds!
Since the discovery of buckyballs on September 14, 1985,
researchers have been working to discover ways to use them to
do useful things. One of the unusual things about buckyballs is
that they are hollow but enclosed, like a cage, and they can trap
other atoms inside. Researchers are exploring whether buckyballs
could be used to carry or hold other atoms in a way that’s useful.
Other materials that are related to buckyballs are buckytubes, which
are hollow tubes made of carbon, and buckypaper, which is made from
buckytubes. Because all of these “bucky” materials are so different
from other molecules, there may be ways they can be used that would
be completely new, unlike any technology we have now. Or they may be
able to do things better and for less money than other materials, like
conducting electricity and making better armor for soldiers.

13

Make Your Own
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1
2

Poke a toothpick into the orange. Hold the
toothpick between your thumb and foreﬁnger
and poke the other side into a cherry.

Poke another toothpick into the orange
a little bit more than 90 degrees away
from the ﬁrst. If the orange was a
clock, and the ﬁrst cherry was at 12:00,
poke the second toothpick at 4:00.
Poke the second cherry in the same
way as the ﬁrst.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
You have just made a model of a water
molecule. The model of water is like a
real molecule in some ways: there is one atom of oxygen and two atoms
of hydrogen, and they are positioned at an angle to each other like your
model. The oxygen atom takes up much more space than the hydrogen
atoms, just like in your model. But in other ways, the model is different.
Atoms aren’t held together by sticks. They are held together by a force,
more like magnets that get close to each other. Real atoms don’t have a
round, solid shape like the orange and
cherries. Usually, a model of something
is much smaller than the real thing, like
Z NMD NQ@MFD
a toy car is much smaller than a real
Z SVN BGDQQHDR NQ BGDQQX
car. But your model is much, MUCH
SNL@SNDR
larger than a molecule.

SuppLies
Z  SNNSGOHBJR
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pure substance is one in which all the
molecules are the same. Pure gold doesn’t
have anything else mixed in but gold. Sugar
is made of only one kind of molecule. Most
things aren’t pure, though. Even the water
you drink isn’t pure. It has many other kinds of
molecules in it besides H2O—like ﬂuoride, which
is added to help make your teeth stronger. Pure is
good, but things get a lot more interesting when pure
substances are combined to make mixtures.

-HW )S 5O 7HSG

Mixtures
A mixture is just that—a substance that has different materials mixed together. In some mixtures, you can see the different parts, like pebbles
of different sizes and colors mixed together. Look
closely at a piece of wood; do you see light and
dark parts? Can you think of other mixtures you
can see? For most mixtures, though, you can’t see
the different parts because they are mixed as molecules, which are too small to see. The molecules
are side by side—they aren’t bonded together.
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-IXTURES ARE YUMMY
Some mixtures are simple. Salt water is just the water molecule with sodium chloride
(salt) mixed in. A penny is zinc and copper mixed together. Chocolate looks simple.
A plain chocolate bar is all one color, all the same texture, and it seems to melt all
at once. You might think it’s all made up of one type of
molecule, maybe even called the chocolate molecule.
Or perhaps it’s a simple mixture of two types of
molecules.
Chocolate is anything but simple, though. A study of
one type of chocolate found 57 different compounds
in it. That means your yummy chocolate bar has 57
different types of molecules all mixed up together.
It’s that complex mixture that gives chocolate its
delicious, rich taste.

Imagine a huge room full of people, some wearing
white shirts, which we’ll call white atoms, and the others
wearing black shirts, which we’ll call black atoms. Each white atom has
locked its arms, or bonded, with two black atoms, and all of these groups are moving
around the room. Sometimes the groups bump into each other, but they don’t unlock
their arms or join arms with anyone else. Each group is like a molecule and all the
molecules are the same, so the room is a pure substance.
Now imagine that there are two kinds of groups. Some groups are the same as before,
one white atom and two black atoms. Other groups are just two white atoms with their
arms locked together. Each group is like a molecule, but even though the same atoms are
used, the molecules aren’t the same. The room is a mixture.
In case you’re thinking that mixtures are boring, think again. When things are
mixed together, their properties change, sometimes unexpectedly. Steel can be made
harder or more ﬂexible, depending on what other materials are mixed in. Adding salt to
water makes it taste different and also makes it freeze at a lower temperature. Can you
think of other mixtures that change the properties of a material? Mixtures can be solid,
liquid, or gas. Without mixtures, we wouldn’t have ice cream, or grass, or stars, or life, or
even chocolate!
16
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Chemists are detectives. They ﬁgure out what’s
in stuff, how that stuff changes, and why. When
chemists have a material and they don’t know what
it is, the ﬁrst thing they do is separate the mixture
into pure substances. Then they ﬁgure out what the
pure substances are. But how do you know if it’s
a mixture?
It’s easy to tell that something is a mixture when
you can see the different parts, like a mixture of
pebbles that are different sizes. Often, though, something looks like it’s a pure substance when it’s really
a mixture.
Try this: Pour a little whole milk into a cup
and let it sit on the counter for three or four days.
After several days, look carefully at the milk. Can
you see small white blobs? Milk might look like
a pure substance, but to a chemist, it’s not pure.
It’s a mixture. The white blobs you see are the fat
particles that are separating from the rest of the
milk mixture. Don’t forget to throw out the milk
afterwards!
So how can we separate out the different parts?
Some of the ways chemists, including chemists like
you, can separate out mixtures are by color, shape,
size, density, or the temperature at which they melt
or evaporate. Any difference between the different
parts can be used. Try some of these ways in the
projects at the end of this chapter.

7ORDS
TO +NOW
OTQD RTARS@MBD a substance where
all of the molecules are the same, such as
pure gold or a quartz crystal.
LHWSTQD a substance that has two or
more different kinds of materials mixed
together but not bonded together.
A mixture can be separated by mechanical
means, like ﬁltering or evaporation.
Air, muddy water, or brass—a mixture of
zinc and copper—are mixtures.
BNLONTMC a substance made up of
two or more elements. The elements are
held together by bonds just as molecules
are held together by bonds. Compounds are
not easily separated. Water is a compound.
OQNODQSHDR unique characteristics of
a substance.
BGQNL@SNFQ@OGX a method of
separating the components of a mixture
by differences in their attraction to a liquid
or gas.
MDTQNSNWHB poisonous to nerves or
nerve tissues, like the brain.
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CRAZY BIRDS DEADLY MUSSELS
In the middle of the night on August 18, 1961, people living in the coastal town
of Capitola, California, woke to hear thousands of birds slamming into their
homes. They rushed outside with ﬂashlights, but the birds ﬂew towards the
lights, pecking at the people and sending them back inside, horriﬁed. By dawn,
the streets were covered with dead and stunned birds, and no one knew why.
Alfred Hitchcock, a famous movie director, heard about what happened. Two
years later, he made a thriller ﬁlm called The Birds, which featured an invasion
of attacking birds.
Twenty-six years later, another mysterious incident
happened, this one on the Atlantic coast of Canada.
Over 100 people got very sick after eating mussels, a
type of shellﬁsh.They were disoriented, confused, and
some had seizures and memory loss. Three people died.
No one knew exactly what was causing the problem but
it was clear that scientists needed to ﬁnd out why—
quickly—before other people got sick. Whatever was
in the mussels could show up again in seafood if they
couldn’t ﬁnd out what it was or where it came from.
A team of more than 40 scientists assembled at the
National Research Council of Canada to solve what
came to be called the amnesic shellﬁsh poisoning
mystery. Scientists had already tested for bacteria,
heavy metals, and pesticides that they knew could
cause sickness, but none of these were the cause. The
mussel samples were a mixture of thousands of different
chemical compounds, and scientists didn’t even know
what many of them were. How can you separate out an
unknown when you don’t know what you’re looking for or what its properties are?
Do you ever play 20 questions? So do scientists, except that scientists can
ask as many questions as they need to. When you’re playing 20 questions, you’re
trying to ﬁgure out what someone else is thinking of—the unknown. You start
by asking about big categories, such as whether the unknown is a plant or an
animal. Then, when the questioner answers, “Yes” or “No,” you keep narrowing
things down until you know what the unknown is.
That’s what the scientists did to ﬁnd out what was poisoning the people.
They knew the poison was affecting the nervous system. They couldn’t test it on
people, but they discovered that small amounts of the poison injected into mice
would cause them to scratch themselves. So if the mice scratched themselves
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AND  QUESTIONS
after being injected, that would be like getting a “yes” to one of the 20 questions.
They then separated the mixture based on certain properties and injected each
part into the mice to see which part made the mice scratch.
For example, some compounds will dissolve in water and others in fat (called
a lipid). One of their 20 questions was, “Does the poisoning agent dissolve in
water or fat?” To get an answer, they shook one mussel sample with a mixture
of water and another mussel sample with a mixture of fat and injected the water
and fat parts into different mice. The part of the mussel that dissolved in the
water still caused the mice to scratch themselves, but the part that dissolved in
fat didn’t. So they knew they were looking for a chemical that dissolves in water.
They divided the mussel over and over using many different methods, including
chromatography, which is similar to the project at the end of this chapter.
Finally, after four days of continuous work, the scientists had separated out of
the mixture a pure substance that was the toxic compound. They compared all
of its properties to compounds they already knew about and found a match: a
neurotoxic compound called “domoic acid.”
Where had the domoic acid come from? The biggest clue was that it was only
in the digestive system of the mussels, which were stuffed with phytoplankton.
Phytoplankton, sometimes called algae, are microscopic one-celled plants
that ﬂoat in the ocean and provide food for many sea animals (as well as some
of the oxygen we breathe). Most algae is perfectly safe, but as it turns out, a
particular type of phytoplankton produces domoic acid, which can build up in
sea creatures that eat this type of algae. The mussels had very high levels of
domoic acid. Twenty-six years before, the birds in Capitola, California, had eaten
anchovies, which had high concentrations of domoic acid from eating toxic
algae. So the birds, like the people in Canada, had likely been poisoned by the
same thing.
Now that we know exactly what
caused the problem, seafood can
be checked for domoic acid to make
sure there are no more poisonings.
Scientists continue to work to
understand why these algae grow
to high concentrations at certain
times, so that we can predict these
events, or perhaps even prevent
DOMOIC ACID
them from happening in the future.
©M.A. Quilliam, National Research Council Canada
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Try this trick with a friend or family member.

1
2

Mash up the dry leaves into little bits and
mix it with the dirt in one of the bowls.
Place half this mixture into the other bowl.

Ask your friend or family member if
they would like to have a contest to
see who can separate the dirt and
leaves the fastest. Have another friend
time the contest.

3

Start the clock! While your friend is
frantically trying to separate the dirt
and leaves, calmly pour water into the
bowl.The dry leaves will ﬂoat to the top, and
the dirt will sink.

4

Scoop the leaves out onto a plate. Pour
off the water and scoop the dirt onto another
plate.Ta dah! You’re the winner! Are there
any other materials you could do this with?
What properties would each material need to
have for this trick to work?

SuppLies
Z CQX KD@UDR NQ R@VCTRS
Z CHQS
Z SVN CDDO ANVKR
Z V@SDQ
Z SVN OK@SDR
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The leaves and dirt are a mixture. They can be easily separated because
they have different properties. The leaves are less dense than water and
they ﬂoat, and the dirt is more dense than water and it sinks.
When scientists—like you—are trying to ﬁgure out what’s in
something, they ﬁrst separate a mixture into its different parts.
Then each part of the mixture can be tested to see what’s in it.
Mixtures can be separated by differences in their parts, such
as size, density, magnetism, and the temperature at which a
material freezes or evaporates. How would you separate marbles
from sand? (Hint: how do you separate spaghetti from the water it
was boiled in?)

/UTSMARTING BABA YAGA
There are many folktales from
Russia about a witch, Baba Yaga. In
one version, a young girl, Vasilisa,
ﬁnds herself in Baba Yaga’s
clutches, and Baba Yaga gives her
three seemingly impossible tasks
to perform. If Vasilisa can’t do the
tasks, Baba Yaga’s frogs will eat her!
One of the tasks is to separate a
huge pile of poppy seeds from dirt,
all in one night. Fortunately, Vasilisa
has the help of her magical doll, who
easily separates the poppy seeds
from dirt. Do you think the doll might
have used the “magic” of chemistry?
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Make Your Own
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SuppLies
Z RBHRRNQR
Z BNEEDD EHKSDQR NQ AKNSSHMF
O@ODQ
Z RDUDQ@K MNMODQL@MDMS
L@QJDQR NE CHEEDQDMS
C@QJ BNKNQR
Z BDKKNOG@MD S@OD
Z ODMBHK
Z S@KK FK@RR
Z V@SDQ
Z B@QCRSNBJ NQ BNMRSQTBSHNM
O@ODQ
Z GNKD OTMBG

1

Cut the coffee ﬁlter or blotting
paper into as large a rectangle
as possible. Mark dashed lines
1 inch (2 1/2 centimeters) from the
bottom of the paper using a different
color marker for each dash.

2

Lightly tape the top of the paper
rectangle to the middle of the
pencil. Place the pencil on the
top of the glass so that the ﬁlter paper
hangs down inside the glass.
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3
4

Slowly ﬁll the glass with water
until the bottom of the paper is
in the water, but the dashed lines
are out of the water.

Let the paper sit for 15 minutes,
checking it several times. When
the water has spread to the top
of the paper, take it out of the water and
let it dry.

5
6

If your colors all ended up near
the top, you can repeat steps
2–4, but take the paper out of the
water sooner.
Cut out two pieces of cardstock
so that they are a little larger
than your ﬁlter paper. Using the
hole punch, punch holes through both
pieces of cardstock at the same time.
Make as many or as few holes as you
like, but don’t make them too close to
the edge. You can make the holes in a
design or just place them randomly.

7

Place the ﬁlter paper between
the cardstock pieces and tape
the sides. You now have a stained
glass bookmark!

/\\XZN_X
7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
The colors in the markers are a mixture of different colors, or pigments.
Our eyes see the pigments as one color because the pigment molecules
are completely mixed together and we can’t distinguish one molecule
from another. But just as the molecules of each pigment have a different
color, they have other characteristics that
are different too, such as their size and
how well they cling to water. The smaller
molecules cling to water more, so they
travel farther along the paper before
attaching to the paper. Looking at your paper,
which pigments do you think have larger
molecules?
Scientists use different types of
chromatography as one way to ﬁgure out
exactly what is in a substance. They use
equipment that is more precise than your
chromatography setup, but the principle
is the same. Just like your name, when you sign it, looks different than
everyone else’s, each chemical has a “signature” that is different from
other chemicals; it will travel along paper for a speciﬁc distance. Some
substances can have hundreds of chemicals in them, and each chemical
has a different signature.
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1
2

Put one cup of cereal in the bowl. Mash
the cereal with the spoon. Add water to
cover the cereal and continue mashing
until the cereal is mushy.

Swish the magnet through the cereal,
especially along the bottom of the bowl.
Iron is heavier than water, so it will
sink to the bottom.The longer you swish the
magnet, the more iron you will collect.

SuppLies
Z AQD@JE@RS BDQD@K ENQSHEHDC
VHSG HQNM
Z ANVK
Z RONNM
Z V@SDQ
Z L@FMDS

3

Try variations in the experiment to see how you can get the most iron out
of the cereal. What happens if you don’t mash up the cereal ﬁrst? What
happens if you don’t use water? What happens if you wet the cereal with
vinegar? Can you think of any other variations? Be sure to use the same amount
of cereal to start with each time, and only try one variation at a time so you can
see which ones allow you to extract the greatest amount of iron.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Cereal is a mixture of many materials, one of which is iron. Mashing and
wetting the cereal breaks up these different materials. Iron can then be
easily separated out of the cereal because it is the only substance here
that is magnetic.
Iron is an essential nutrient for our bodies. It is used to make
hemoglobin in our blood. (Remember when we talked about hemoglobin
in chapter 1?) It’s easier for our bodies to digest the iron if the cereal is
ﬁrst mashed up, which happens when we chew, and then made wet from
our saliva and stomach acids.
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ave you ever watched a candle burn? Then
you’ve seen a chemical reaction. This is
when something changes into something else.
Reactions are the heart of chemistry. They
may seem like magic, but reactions, like everything in
chemistry, happen for a reason.

Reactions
0QDRSN #G@MFD N

In a chemical reaction, atoms are rearranged to make a new chemical substance. The
materials you start with are called reactants, and the materials you end with are
called products. For a reaction to occur, the bonds in molecules must be broken and
new bonds formed. Atoms bond to form molecules by trading or sharing electrons, so
when a reaction occurs, electrons are moving around.
Imagine again the room full of people wearing white shirts and black shirts—white
atoms and black atoms—that we talked about in chapter 2. The atoms lock arms
and form bonds, creating molecules, only now they are in pairs of whitewhite and black-black. Every time a white-white molecule and
a black-black molecule collide, they break their bonds, and
the white atoms and black atoms form new bonds by locking
arms. This is like the bonds breaking in reactants and new bonds
forming to make a new kind of product. After all the
molecules have had a chance to collide, the new white-black
molecules would be the only type of molecule in the
room. This new molecule would have different properties.
Maybe it would be a gray molecule!
25
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EXAMPLES OF REACTIONS
Here are some examples of reactions you might see or know about around you:
nail rusting
candle burning
plants using energy from the sun to
change water and carbon dioxide into
food and oxygen, in a process called
photosynthesis
silver tarnishing
yeast rising in bread
Sometimes it looks like a material has undergone
a reaction, but it hasn’t. When water freezes or
boils, it’s just changing from a liquid to a solid
or gas. It’s still the same molecule—H2O.
When chocolate melts in your hand, it’s not
reacting, it’s just changing from a solid
to a liquid—the mixture is still the same.
To learn more about these kinds of
changes, see chapter 8, A Change of State.

7G@S -@JDR 2D@BSHNMR 4@JD 0K@BD
Not all molecules react when they come into contact with each other.Whether an atom
bonds with another atom—and how strong that bond is—depends on the number and
arrangement of its electrons and how well they match up with the other atom’s electrons.
To see why, we have to go back to the structure of the atom from chapter 1. Atoms have
protons and neutrons clumped together in the nucleus, with electrons orbiting around
the outside. Electrons move in shells, or regions of space, arranged a little bit like the
rings of an onion. There are up to seven shells around the nucleus, with each
holding a certain number of electrons. The innermost, or ﬁrst, shell can
hold 1 or 2 electrons, the second shell can hold up to 8 electrons, the third
shell can hold up to 18 electrons, and so on. The innermost shells are
always ﬁlled up before electrons are added to outer shells.
It’s this outer shell that determines whether an atom will bond with
NEON with a stable,
full outer shell.
another atom. Atoms are the most stable when their outer shell is full.
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AIRBAGS INSTANT PILLOW
Ever wonder how a giant pillow of air can come shooting out of such a small space in
your car? Because of a chemical reaction, of course—actually, a whole string of them.
An unused airbag has different chemicals in it, which are ignited by an electrical
impulse that is triggered when the car stops very suddenly. One of these chemicals is
sodium azide. Once ignited, sodium azide decomposes, or breaks down, into sodium
and nitrogen gas. The nitrogen gas, which takes up more space, quickly ﬁlls the airbag.

If the outer shell is full, an atom does not bond easily with another atom. But if the
outer shell is one or two electrons short of being full, the atom is unstable. It will react
easily by grabbing an electron from somewhere else. Where will the atom ﬁnd an extra
electron? From an atom that has just one electron in its outer shell, which is also unstable.When an atom gets rid of that extra electron hanging in a shell by itself, the shell
underneath, which is full, becomes the outermost shell and it is then stable.
Look at the periodic table of elements. Use the caption to ﬁgure out how
to read the chart. Hydrogen, with a symbol of H, is number one in the upper lefthand corner. It has one proton and one electron, and it’s in Group 1. (This group
used to be called Group I.) Elements in Group 1 have an electron sitting out all
by itself in the outermost shell, which isn’t stable. These atoms easily give up that
electron, leaving a stable shell underneath, or they share it with another atom. Now
look on the right side of the periodic table at oxygen, with a symbol of O and an
atomic number of eight. It’s in Group 16 (also called Group VI. ) All of the elements
in Group 16 have an outermost shell that’s almost full; they’re just missing two electrons.
These atoms like to form bonds where they can grab or share two electrons from other
atoms. If one oxygen atom, which needs two electrons, and two hydrogen atoms, each
of which wants to give up one electron, bond together, they’ll both be happy. Which
is exactly what happens when water forms—H2O.

HYDROGEN (H+) with
an unstable outer shell
with an extra electron.

OXYGEN (O-) with
an unstable outer shell that
is short two electrons.

HYDROGEN and OXYGEN
bonded in water with full,
stable outer shells.
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7ORDS TO +NOW
ODQHNCHB S@AKD NE DKDLDMSR a table
that arranges all of the elements according to
their properties.
@SNLHB MTLADQ the number of protons
in the nucleus of an atom. The atomic number
is used to distinguish elements in the periodic
table of elements.

BGDLHB@K QD@BSHNM the rearrangement
of atoms in a substance to make a new chemical substance.
QD@BS@MSR the substances that are being
changed in a chemical reaction.
OQNCTBSR the new substances formed from
a chemical reaction.

4GD 0DQHNCHB 4@AKD NE %KDLDMSR
The periodic table arranges the elements in a way that shows many of their properties and relationships to
each other.The horizontal rows are called periods, and the vertical columns are called groups.The groups,
numbered 1 through 18, are listed at the top of each column; right underneath in parentheses are former
Roman numeral group names I through VIII that are sometimes still used. Each element is represented by
a letter symbol, with the full name printed at the top. The atomic number, which is the number of protons
in the nucleus, is written above each element.
1
(I)
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2
(II)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
(III) (IV) (V) (VI) (VII) (VIII)

3FBDUJPOT

RUBIDIUM
Rubidium (Rb) is a soft, silvery metal that is highly reactive—that means it reacts
easily with many elements. How reactive? It will burst into violent ﬂames when
exposed to water (burning is a reaction), creating an explosion of hydrogen gas.
It will even spontaneously catch ﬁre in air because of the water vapor in air. Like other
elements in its group in the periodic table of elements, it has one lone electron in its
outermost shell. You would think that any element that will set water on ﬁre would
react with anything. Strange as it sounds, rubidium is sometimes stored in kerosene,
which is quite ﬂammable. But kerosene doesn’t react with rubidium because it doesn’t
want that extra electron in the outer shell.

&@RS @MC 3KNV
Some reactions happen very fast. Other reactions happen very slowly. A nail rusting
reacts too slowly to watch it happen, especially in a dry climate. (To ﬁnd out why a
humid or dry climate might be important, try the rusty shapes experiment at the end
of this chapter.)
What makes a reaction go faster? For a reaction to occur, the reactants have to physically come into contact with each other. In our imaginary room of white and black
molecules, each molecule has to bump into another before the bonds break and reform.
Anything that makes the reactants come into contact more often will increase how fast
the reaction happens.
What makes molecules come into contact more often? Higher temperatures, for one.
High temperatures make molecules move faster, so they’ll be more likely to bump into
each other. Another factor is the size of the particles of reactants. Powders, for example,
will react faster than a big hunk of a reactant. That’s because powders have a much
larger surface area, which means there’s more area that can come into contact with the
other reactants. Have you ever
stirred something before baking
it? You’re helping to mix together
the molecules, which makes the
reaction go faster.
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HOT AND HOTTER
Some reactions are extremely exothermic; they produce a lot of energy. Explosives
are materials that, once ignited, burn very fast, releasing lots of energy and producing
a huge amount of hot gas. An explosive has molecules with weak bonds. A little bit
of energy, like lighting a match, ignites the explosive and breaks those bonds; that’s
the activation energy discussed below. The atoms rearrange themselves and form
stronger bonds and, in the process, release lots of energy.
An explosive is unstable because the molecules are packed
together tightly, so it doesn’t take much to break some of the bonds.
When the bonds break, the molecules ﬂy apart, becoming a gas and
releasing lots of energy. The hot gas expands, taking up as much as
1,000 times the volume as the solid or liquid explosive did. All that
expanding gas and released energy makes a giant pressure wave,
which can explode whatever is around it. The reaction happens so
quickly—almost instantly—that the pressure acts as a shockwave
traveling through the material. This process is called a detonation.
Fortunately, explosives have an activation energy, so it takes
some energy to get the reaction started. Usually, what starts
the reaction is heat, but it can be a physical shock for especially
sensitive explosives like liquid nitroglycerin.
Dynamite is probably the best known explosive. Dynamite is composed of either
wood pulp or diatomaceous earth soaked in nitroglycerin and pressed into a stick
shape. Nitroglycerin is very unstable—it can explode if it is disturbed—so the wood
pulp helps to stabilize the dynamite.

%MDQFX
Reactions involve changes in energy. Some reactions give
off energy, usually in the form of heat, and they’re called
exothermic. Combustion, or burning, is the best example
of an exothermic reaction. If you stand next to a
bonﬁre, there’s no doubt that the reaction of wood and
oxygen is giving off energy. Most reactions are exothermic.
Endothermic reactions absorb energy, or heat. When
baking soda and vinegar react, the reaction absorbs energy, and
you can measure that by taking the temperature before and after the
reaction. Photosynthesis is another endothermic reaction; plants absorb
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energy to make the reaction happen. Do you know where plants get the energy for
photosynthesis?

)S`R (@QC SN 'DS 3S@QSDC
Have you ever come inside on a hot day and ﬂopped down on the sofa, feeling like a
wet noodle? Then a friend calls you to go to the swimming pool, and you’d like to go,
but ﬁrst you have to get off the sofa.You gobble an energy bar and manage to stand up.
Once you’re up and moving, though, it’s easy to keep moving, and soon you’re racing
to the pool. All you needed was a little boost of energy to get you going.
Most reactions need a little boost to get going. You know that a log of wood can
burn. But it needs a boost of energy or heat, like a match, to get it started. Once
it catches ﬁre, the log will burn by itself. That
extra energy that’s needed to get a reaction started
is called the activation energy. It’s a good thing
most reactions need activation energy or things
would start burning all by themselves!
Some reactions are spontaneous. A spontaneous
reaction doesn’t need anything to get it started, it
just happens. Rust is a good example. As long as
all the chemical reactants are present, iron will rust
without any activation energy.

7ORDS TO +NOW
@BSHU@SHNM DMDQFX the energy that starts
a chemical reaction.
CH@SNL@BDNTR D@QSG a light material
that comes from diatom (fossilized) remains of
algae. It is non-reactive.
DWNSGDQLHB QD@BSHNM a chemical
reaction that releases energy, usually in the
form of heat. An example is a burning log.

DMCNSGDQLHB QD@BSHNM a chemical
reaction that absorbs energy. An example
is photosynthesis in plants, which absorbs
energy from the sun.
BNQQNCD the wearing away of metal by a
chemical reaction. Rust is a type of corrosion.
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Caution: Never point the ﬁlm canister at
someone once you have closed the lid. Keep
your own face away from the lid. Wear goggles
to protect your eyes. Also, Alka-Seltzer
contains aspirin. Don’t eat it and keep it away
from small children and pets. Do this activity
outside!

1

Fill the ﬁlm canister about half full
with warm water. You should have your
goggles on. Add half an Alka-Seltzer
tablet to the water with one hand. With the
other, quickly snap on the canister lid.

2
3

Place the canister on a hard surface,
outside, with the lid facing up. Stand
back and count how long it takes for
the lid to pop off.
Try this again and vary the amount
of water and Alka-Seltzer or the
temperature of the water. Remember
to only change one thing at a time. What
makes the best rocket?

Tips if you’re having trouble:
If your lid is not exploding off, it is
probably because the lid on the
canister is not tight enough. Try using
a ﬁlm canister that has a lid that ﬁts
inside, not one that ﬁts around the
outside of the canister. You can also
try using another container that has
a lid that ﬁts snugly but doesn’t
screw on, such as the lid on some
antacid tablets.

SuppLies
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Once you get the hang of popping the lids, try making a rocket. It works best if you
have at least one friend to help. And remember, everyone needs goggles.

1
2
3
4

Decorate the paper for the outside of your rocket.Tape the bottom parts of three ﬁlm
canisters together.Tape the long edge of the decorated paper to the ﬁlm canisters so
that the short edge of the paper is even with the openings of the canisters. Wrap the
paper around the canisters and tape the other long edge so it overlaps the paper.
Cut a circle of paper about 3 inches (7.5 centimeters) in diameter. Make a cut to the
center of the circle and overlap the edges to form a cone, and tape the cone closed.
Tape the cone to the end of the paper cylinder away from the canisters.

Hold the rocket upside down and ﬁll the canisters half
full with warm water. Break the Alka-Seltzer tablets in
half. With a friend, add half a tablet to each canister at
the same time, then quickly snap on the lids.
Quickly put the rocket on the ground with the lid
side down. Stand back! Do you remember how
many seconds it took for the lid to pop off?
Start your countdown!

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
The Alka-Seltzer tablet is a mixture of baking soda, citric acid, and some other
ingredients. In the presence of water, the baking soda and citric acid (the
reactants) react to form new substances—carbon dioxide and sodium citrate
(the products). That means the molecules in the tablet are breaking apart and
forming new ones. Some of the atoms from each substance come together to
form a new type of molecule.
One of the new types of molecules formed is carbon dioxide, which is a gas
at room temperature. As more and more of the gas molecules are made, they
build up pressure inside the canister. (You’ll learn more about gas pressure in
chapter 7.) It’s like more and more people piling into a closet to hide—pretty
soon, there will be too many and they’ll burst out of the door. The carbon
dioxide gas puts more and more pressure on all sides of the canister, and the
lid pops off because it has less resistance than the sides of the canister.
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Pour water into three of the jars,
about half full. Add about a tablespoon
(15 milliliters) of salt to one of the jars
with water and stir. Label the jar.

2

Wash the steel wool with detergent to
remove any oil coating. Divide the steel
wool pad into fourths. Pull each piece
into a different shape, such as a star, a triangle,
or an animal. Put one shape into each jar. If
necessary, add more water to cover the steel
wool in the jars with water. Use a paper towel
to dry the steel wool that goes into the jar with
air only.

3
4
5
6

Slowly pour a layer of cooking oil about
a half-inch thick (1 centimeter) over the
plain water in one of the jars.The oil will
settle on the top.
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Take the temperature of each piece of steel wool by inserting the
thermometer into the middle of the steel wool for a minute. Record the
temperatures, noting whether the steel wool measured was dry, under plain
water, under salt water, or under water and oil.
Observe the jars a few hours later. Do you see any change in the color of the
steel wool? Record the temperatures of each piece of steel wool again and
compare them with the beginning temperatures. Have any of them changed?

Observe the jars a day later. Do you see more changes? Which jar has
changed the most? Which has changed the least? You can keep the
experiment going as long as you like, or pull out the shapes and attach them
to a thread to make an ornament.
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Iron and steel (which contains iron) rust in the presence of oxygen and water. Rusting
is an exothermic chemical reaction, where metal is worn away.The iron atoms in the
metal are worn away, or corrode, and bond with oxygen atoms to form iron oxide, or
rust. When atoms bond, they are transferring electrons.The water acts as a bridge
to transfer the electrons. When the steel wool is under water alone, it seems as if it’s
only exposed to water and not oxygen. But there is oxygen dissolved in the water.That
might sound strange at ﬁrst, but think about how oxygen gets to all parts of our body.
First, we breathe air into our lungs. But then the oxygen is dissolved in our blood to be
carried to the rest of our body. Fish also breathe oxygen that is dissolved in water.
Only a certain amount of oxygen can dissolve in water at a time.The oxygen in the
water reacts with the steel wool and forms a bit of rust—not enough to see at ﬁrst.
As the oxygen is used up, more oxygen from the air dissolves in the water. It’s like a
bathtub with the faucet on and the drain open; as water leaves through the drain, more
is pouring in from the faucet.
Why doesn’t the steel wool that’s under water and oil rust? Oxygen doesn’t dissolve
in oil, so when the oil covers the water, it blocks more oxygen from dissolving in the
water. Once the small amount of oxygen that’s in the water to begin with is used up in
the rust-forming reaction, it’s gone. Without oxygen, the reaction can’t keep going.
You probably saw the most corrosion, or rust, in the steel wool under the salt water.
Salt is composed of sodium (Na) and chloride (Cl), with a formula of NaCl. When it
dissolves in water, it separates into ions. Remember from chapter 1, an ion is an atom
that has either gained or lost an electron and, thus, is either positively or negatively
charged. Salt water is water that has lots of positive ions (Na+) and negative ions
(Cl-) in it.These ions act like an even better bridge than plain water, allowing the ﬂow
of electrons to happen faster.The faster the electrons ﬂow, the faster the corrosion
happens. Salt water corrodes iron about 10 times faster than air. You probably didn’t
see any rust on the steel wool in the jar with only air.That steel wool would eventually
rust, because there is moisture in the air, but it happens much more slowly.
If you took the temperature before and after the experiment, you probably observed
a rise in temperature.That’s because rusting is an exothermic reaction, which means
that energy is released as a result of the reaction. In this case, the energy is released
as heat, so the temperature rises.
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Pour vinegar into each bowl, enough to cover the
bottom. Add about a spoonful of salt to each bowl
and stir well. Place half of the pennies into one bowl,
and half into the other, keeping out one penny. Hold the
extra penny halfway in the vinegar for about a minute. Can
you see the difference in the two halves of the penny?

2
3
4
5

Insert a toothpick through the holes of the brass
washers and nuts, alternating the washers and nuts.
Dip the toothpick into one of the bowls so that the
washers and nuts are half in the vinegar/salt solution and half in the air.
After about 10 minutes, look at the pennies in each bowl. Do the pennies look
different?Take out the pennies from the bowl without the toothpick. Place
half of the pennies on the paper towels, and rinse the other half in water
before placing them on the paper towels. Label the paper towels.
After about a day or two, take out the rest of the pennies, washers, and nuts.
As before, put half of the objects on the
paper towel to dry, and gently rinse the
other half in water ﬁrst.
After the objects are dry, look at them
closely. Did your washers, nuts, and
pennies change color? Where do you
think the color came from? Is there a difference
between pennies dated 1982 and earlier, which
are solid copper, and newer pennies, which just
have a coating of copper?

Z UHMDF@Q

6

Z SNNSGOHBJR

Cut the embroidery thread to about
18 inches (46 centimeters) long. String
the washers and nuts on the thread,
alternating one washer and one nut.Tie the
thread in a knot. You can also use washers and
nuts that were not placed in the solution for a
silver-color contrast.
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There are lots of things going on in this experiment. Pennies are either made
of or coated with copper, a pure substance that is very shiny. But over time,
the copper atoms on pennies combine with oxygen
atoms in the air to form copper oxide, which gives
pennies a dull look. When you place the pennies in
4HE 3TATUE OF ,IBERTY
a vinegar and salt solution, the vinegar dissolves
CONTAINS   POUNDS
the copper oxide. Vinegar is a weak acid and doesn’t   KILOS OF COPPER
dissolve the copper oxide very quickly, but it has
ABOUT AS THICK AS THE
help. The salt breaks down into sodium and chloride WIDTH OF TWO PENNIES 4HE
ions, and the chloride ions attack the copper oxide.
GREEN PATINA ON THE STATUE
Once the dull copper oxide is dissolved, the copper
HAS FORMED FROM THE
left behind is shiny.
COPPER REACTING WITH THE
The pennies that are rinsed begin the slow
ATMOSPHERE 4HE COPPER
process of forming copper oxide again, and will
PATINA SOMETIMES CALLED
turn a dull brown over time. The pennies that aren’t
VERDIGRIS ACTUALLY PROTECTS
rinsed still have vinegar and salt on them. These
THE STATUE FROM FURTHER
pennies develop a bluish-green coating, or patina.
CORROSION THOUGH BECAUSE
It is a complex patina of copper chloride.
IT PROVIDES A BARRIER
When the vinegar and salt solution dissolves the
BETWEEN THE PURE COPPER
copper oxide, some of the copper dissolves too.
AND THE ATMOSPHERE
When the copper atoms leave the penny to go in the
solution, they leave electrons behind, so the copper is a positive ion.
The washers and nuts are made of brass, which is a mixture of copper and
zinc. These copper and zinc atoms also go into the solution as positive ions.
So now the pennies and brass washers and nuts have a slightly negative
charge. The positive copper ions are attracted to the negative brass surface.
Some of those copper ions leave the solution and coat the surface of the
brass objects.

$ID 9OU +NOW
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ver take a big bite out of a lemon? Try to do
it without puckering your lips. That sour taste
comes from the acid in the lemon juice. Acids
can be found in other fruits as well, like limes,
oranges, grapes, and apples. The acids in these
fruits and many other foods are weak acids and help give
foods ﬂavor, but strong acids, such as battery acid, are
dangerous and can damage your skin and tissues.

Acids & Bases
The opposite of an acid is a base, or alkali.Weak bases, such as baking soda, taste bitter.
Strong bases, such as oven cleaner, are dangerous and should never be tasted.
But what exactly is an acid? An acid is a substance that can release a hydrogen ion.
Hydrogen is the element that has one proton and one electron. Hydrogen easily gives
up its electron, which is in a shell by itself, and becomes a positively charged ion (H+).
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0ROPERTIES OF ACIDS AND BASES
Acid
Releases a proton (H+).
Corrodes metals.

Turns litmus paper red.
Tastes sour. (Don’t taste anything you
don’t know is safe!) Try tasting lemon
juice or even a little vinegar.
Some acids, from strongly acidic
to weakly acidic, are stomach acid,
lemon juice, vinegar, sauerkraut,
and rainwater.

Base
Accepts a proton (H-).
Breaks apart proteins. Bases feel slippery
on your skin because your skin is made
largely of proteins and the base is peeling
off layers.
Turns litmus paper blue.
Tastes bitter. (Don’t taste anything you
don’t know is safe!) Put a tiny bit of baking
soda on your tongue.
Some bases, from strongly basic to weakly
basic, are toilet-bowl cleaners, limestone,
ammonia, antacids, baking soda, and egg
whites.

So a hydrogen ion is the same thing as a proton, and you could just as easily say that
an acid is a substance that can release a proton.
Since a base is the opposite of an acid, it is any substance that can accept a
hydrogen ion (or proton). A base often has what’s called a hydroxyl group, or (OH-),
because the hydroxyl group will react easily with a hydrogen ion to form water.
These deﬁnitions of acids and bases sound very simple. Just one little proton
moving around. What’s the big deal? That one little proton moving around and
reacting has powerful consequences—a strong acid or base can eat through your skin,
or even metal.
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We measure the acidity or alkalinity of a substance by using the pH scale. pH
stands for potential of hydrogen, which makes sense because acidity has to do with
hydrogen activity.Acids and bases are on opposite sides of the pH scale.An acid has a pH
between 0 and 7, and a base has a pH between 7 and 14. A pH of 7 is neutral.The lower
the number, the more hydrogen ions there are and the more acidic the substance is.
The higher the number, the more basic, or alkaline, the substance is.
pH is measured using an indicator, such as litmus paper. Litmus paper, which comes
from lichens, turns red in an acid and blue in a base. Other natural substances, such as
turmeric (a spice), blackberries, and red cabbage, can indicate pH.

$ON´T PESTER THE GARDENER
Many ants produce formic acid that they use in biting or stinging. The acid is part of
why an ant bite hurts. In the rain forests of Peru, researchers have discovered ants
that use formic acid to “garden.” The lemon ants that live there prefer the lemon
ant tree because the leaves have hollow stems that provide nest sites for the ants.
The ants make sure there are lots of lemon ant trees. They inject formic acid into
the leaves of all the plants in an area except the lemon ant tree. The acid causes the
leaves to turn brown and fall off in about
ﬁve days. The lemon ants’ “gardening”
method makes sure their favorite tree
gets lots of sunlight.
Since the pain from an ant bite comes
from an acid, it can be neutralized by a
weak base to reduce the pain. Which do
you think might help make an ant bite
feel better, vinegar or baking soda?
Look on the pH chart to ﬁnd out. Bee
stings also contain acid, but the pain
from a bee sting mostly comes from
other substances. Rubbing a weak
base on a bee sting probably won’t
help much, but applying ice will. Ice
numbs the pain and slows down blood
ﬂow to the area to reduce swelling.
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0INK OR "LUE
Hydrangea ﬂowers grow blue or pink, depending on
the acidity of the soil they grow in—like litmus paper.
Hydrangea ﬂowers can only be blue if aluminum is
present in the soil. Most soils contain aluminum, but
if the soil is alkaline (basic), the plant can’t absorb
the aluminum and it won’t turn blue. Hydrangea
ﬂowers grow pink in highly alkaline soils.

.DTSQ@KHY@SHNM
When an acid and a base come together, they react, or change. The acid donates a
proton, or hydrogen ion, and the base accepts it. When an acid and a base combine,
they form water and a salt. If all the ions from the acid and the base are used up, then
the ﬁnal solution is neutral and the reaction is called
a neutralization. Sometimes, there is more of either
,EMON ANTS GET THEIR NAME
the acid or the base, and not all of the reactants are
BECAUSE THEY HAVE A TANGY
neutralized. In this case, the ﬁnal solution has water,
LEMONY TASTEYUM
a salt, and some of the excess acid or base.

$ID 9OU +NOW
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@BHC a substance that donates a hydrogen
ion (H+) to another substance. Examples
include vinegar and lemon juice.
A@RD a substance that accepts a hydrogen
ion (H+) from another substance. Examples include baking soda, ammonia, and oven cleaner.
GXCQNWXK FQNTO an (OH ) ion, often
found in bases.

-

O( a measure of how acidic or basic a
substance is. The pH measures how many
hydrogen ions are in a substance and ranges
from 0 to 14.
ENQLHB @BHC a liquid acid found
in and produced by ants and many plants.
MDTSQ@KHY@SHNM a reaction between an
acid and a base that uses up all the acid and
base. The products of the reaction are water
and a salt and have a neutral pH of seven.
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Fill the bottle half full with warm water.
Use the funnel to add three tablespoons
(45 milliliters) of baking soda.

Add a squirt of dish soap. Hold your hand
over the top of the bottle and shake it to get
the liquid foamy.
Add several drops of red food coloring and
two drops of yellow food coloring, or any
other color you’d like.
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Set the bottle on the tray. Quickly mold
the modeling clay around the bottle into
a cone. Adjust the cone to make it level
with the bottle opening, but don’t block the opening.
Use the funnel to quickly pour vinegar into
the bottle, just below the rim. Remove the
funnel and watch your volcano erupt!
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AN ACID WORTH ITS
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Gold has been valued since prehistoric times. It is beautiful, easily shaped, does
not corrode, and hardly anything reacts with it. When the Nazis came to power in
Germany in the 1930s, they conﬁscated gold, especially from the Jewish people.
Some Jews tried to smuggle their gold out of the country, including two Nobel Prize
winners, Max von Laue and James Franck. They sent their Nobel Prize medals, which
were gold, to another Nobel Prize winner, Niels Bohr, in Copenhagen, Denmark.
When the Nazis invaded Denmark in 1940, Niels wanted to protect the medals.
But how? He didn’t want to bury them because they could always be found and dug
up. The Nazis made sending gold out of the country illegal, and the medals had the
names of the Nobel Prize winners on them, so if they were discovered, James and
Max would be imprisoned, or worse. A scientist named George de Hevesy helped
solved the problem. George was a chemist who later won a Nobel Prize for his work
in chemistry.

C\YPN[\
7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Baking soda is a base, and vinegar contains acetic acid. When an
acid and a base get together, they react and form water and a salt and
sometimes other products as well. Baking soda and acetic acid react
to form water, sodium acetate (a salt), and carbon dioxide. The carbon
dioxide is a gas, which gives the reaction its ﬁzzy bubbles. The dish
detergent helps to keep the carbon dioxide bubbles around longer.
Gas takes up more volume than liquid, so the products come bubbling
out of the bottle. Try making this with green food coloring and a spooky
clay shape. Pair it with the Double, Double, Toil and Trouble project in
chapter 6 for Halloween fun!

WEIGHT IN GOLD
As the Nazis marched into Copenhagen, George dissolved the
medals in one of the few things that will dissolve gold: aqua regia
(royal water), which is a combination of nitric and hydrochloric
acid. The Nazis occupied the place where George worked, and
though they were in power—temporary power, that is—they weren’t
nearly as smart as the scientists. They never found the gold, even
though they carefully searched the building. It sat on a shelf the entire
time, completely dissolved in the acid, right under their noses. When the
war was over, the scientists precipitated the gold out of the acid solution—that
means they used another chemical reaction to get the gold out. The Nobel Foundation
recast the medals and presented them back to the scientists.
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Place your eggs in the bowl.Try to keep the eggs from
touching each other. Fill the bowl with enough vinegar
to cover the eggs.
Set the bowl where you can see it but it will be
undisturbed. You can cover it if the vinegar smell
bothers you.

After at least a day, carefully take out the
eggs.They should be soft and the outside
may look translucent, so that you can see
through them a bit. If the eggs aren’t soft, pour
out the old vinegar, put the eggs back in the
bowl, and cover with new vinegar for another
day or so. You may also see a chalky white
layer on the outside; if the egg is soft, you can
gently rub off this remnant of the shell under
running water.

4

Hold your naked eggs a few inches
(centimeters) above the kitchen sink and
then drop them. How high can you drop
an egg before it breaks? Can you gently squeeze
your egg?

5

Try doing the same experiment with
hard-boiled eggs. (Get an adult to
help you boil the eggs.) Are there
any differences?

SuppLies
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Eggshells are made mostly of calcium carbonate. The egg actually grows
the mineral shell. Calcium carbonate is a base, and its chemical symbol
is CaCO3. Vinegar contains water and acetic acid, which gives vinegar its
sour taste. Acetic acid has a chemical formula of CH3COOH. All acids
have one or more hydrogen atoms (H) because an acid is a hydrogen ion
donor. When the vinegar and eggshell come into contact, they react and
neutralize each other.
The vinegar dissolves the shell, but did the shell actually disappear?
No. The calcium carbonate molecules that make up the shell break
up in the reaction and form new molecules, or products. The
products of the reaction are carbon dioxide, calcium acetate,
and water. The calcium acetate and water are in the vinegar
solution, and the carbon dioxide is a gas; it makes bubbles
on the surface of the eggs.
Under the shell, the egg is encased in a thin membrane.
This membrane becomes rubbery because it allows liquid to
pass through it. That extra liquid, plus the ﬂexible membrane,
lets you bounce the egg. Watch out, though. If you bounce it
too hard—splat!

!MAZING %GGS
A chicken egg is only one cell. Even though the shell
feels very hard, it’s also permeable, which means that
it lets stuff—like moisture, air, and even bacteria—
pass through it. The eggshell is about 94 percent
calcium carbonate in the form of the mineral calcite.
We take the egg for granted, but it’s pretty amazing
that the egg inside grows something as strong and
as uniformly shaped as an egg!
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CORALS REEFS ONE BIG EGGSHELL
Eggshells are mostly calcium carbonate. Seashells, pearls, limestone, and chalk
are also made of calcium carbonate. So are some of the most beautiful and complex
places on earth—coral reefs.
Animals called corals build coral reefs. Corals take calcium and carbonate ions in
seawater and make calcium carbonate skeletons. The ocean is naturally basic, with a
pH a little above eight. When the pH is lowered, even if it’s still somewhat basic, there
aren’t as many carbonate ions ﬂoating around and it’s harder for corals to make their
skeletons. When there aren’t enough raw materials, the corals can’t work efﬁciently.
What can lower the pH of an entire ocean? An acid, of course. The earth’s
atmosphere naturally contains a small amount of carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere isn’t an acid, but when it dissolves in water, it makes a weak acid
called carbonic acid. Burning fossil fuels releases more carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere to dissolve in water.
The pH of shallow waters in the ocean before the Industrial Revolution was about
8.15; the pH is now about 8.05. That’s a small change, but it’s enough to mean that
there are lower concentrations of carbonate ions.
Corals can still make their skeletons, but
it’s more difﬁcult and they now are
more sensitive to other stresses,
like pollution. The ocean will
never become as acidic as the
vinegar in your experiment
dissolving the eggshell,
but it may not always
be basic enough for
corals. Scientists are
researching the complex
interactions between the
atmosphere, the ocean,
and coral reefs so we
can work to make sure
corals have what they
need to live and grow.
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1

Mix a few spoonfuls of
baking soda with the same
amount of water and stir.
Use a paintbrush or cotton swab
to write on the paper with the
baking soda solution. Let dry.

2

Using another paintbrush
or swab, brush grape juice
concentrate over the paper.
The writing should show up in a
different color.

3

You can also make the
writing show by holding the
paper up to a heat source,
such as a lightbulb. Get an adult
to help with this, and don’t hold it
near a halogen bulb.The writing
should turn brown.

Z A@JHMF RNC@
Z V@SDQ
Z O@ODQ
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RDUDQ@K BNSSNM RV@AR
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The baking soda solution is virtually invisible by
itself, but when it comes into contact with the
grape juice, it reacts and turns color. Baking soda
is a base, and grape juice is an acid, so this is an
acid-base reaction. When you heat the writing, the
baking soda is actually burning; it burns at a lower
temperature than the paper and turns brown.

$ID 9OU +NOW
7HEN HE WAS A GENERAL 'EORGE 7ASHINGTON OFTEN RECEIVED SECRET
MESSAGES FROM HIS REBEL ARMY )NVISIBLE MESSAGES WERE WRITTEN
BETWEEN THE LINES OF A REGULAR MESSAGE IN CASE THE "RITISH INTERCEPTED
THE LETTER 'ENERAL 7ASHINGTON WOULD HEAT THE LETTER BY HOLDING IT NEAR
A CANDLE FLAME TO REVEAL THE INVISIBLE MESSAGE 3OMETIMES HE WOULD
REVEAL THE MESSAGE USING A CHEMICAL AGENT 4HE MATERIALS USED FOR
WRITING AND REVEALING THE INVISIBLE MESSAGES WERE DIFFERENT FROM
THE ONES YOU HAVE USED BUT THE BASIC CONCEPTS ARE THE SAME
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verybody knows what a solid is. It’s hard, doesn’t
change its shape, and you can’t pour it. But what
about a piece of soft fabric? Or a handful of
sand? They’re solids too. If you look at a small
enough piece, like a grain of sand, you can see that
it holds its shape. Sand only pours because you have lots
of little solid grains. And while ﬂeece might feel soft, that’s
because the fabric is ﬂexible. It bends, but it’s still solid.

Solids
4GDX`QD 2D@KKX .NS 4G@S (@QC
To understand what makes something a solid, you have to look at the smallest parts—the
atoms.The particles in solids are bound tightly into a particular shape.The atoms can still
vibrate, a bit like a string on a violin vibrates, but they can’t change places with each other.
Because the atoms in solids stay in the same place, solids hold their shape and don’t ﬂow
to ﬁt a container. If you take a basketball and place it in
a bucket, the basketball doesn’t change its shape.
Solids can have all sorts of different properties, such
1UARTZ DIAMOND SAND
as strength, hardness, elasticity, or the ability to bend.
SALT AND METAL ARE
Solids have less energy than liquids, which have less
CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS
energy than gases. Like everything else, those properties aren’t “magical” but are there because of the arrangement of the atoms in a solid.
When a solid is heated, the atoms vibrate faster and faster, with more and more energy. Once the vibration is too much, the atoms break away from each other. This is
called the melting point, and when this happens, the solid becomes the subject of the next
chapter—liquids!
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RNKHC one of the three states of matter
where the particles are bound tightly into a
particular shape. A solid has a deﬁnite shape
and volume and does not ﬂow.
RS@SD NE L@SSDQ the form that matter
takes. There are three common states of
matter: solid, liquid, and gas.
BQXRS@K a solid where the atoms are
arranged in a highly ordered pattern.
FDNLDSQHB @QQ@MFDLDMSR
crystal systems, or ways in which crystals
are arranged. There are seven geometric
arrangements.

STATE OF MATTER
Matter has three common states: solid, liquid,
and gas. There are also some far less common
states, like plasma, where the electrons are
separated from their atoms. The state of
matter affects the properties of the material,
like whether something ﬂows or its density.
The state doesn’t affect the chemical makeup
of the matter,
though. For
example, water
can be a liquid,
a solid (ice), or a
gas (water vapor
or steam). In
all three cases,
it’s still H2O
molecules; the
only difference
is how those
molecules are
arranged.

@LNQOGNTR RNKHC a solid where the
atoms are in a mostly random, but still tightly
bonded, arrangement.
OHSBG a substance that is made from tar.
UHRBNRHSX the resistance to ﬂow of a ﬂuid.
A liquid that is very viscous, such as honey,
ﬂows slowly.
RNKTSD the dissolved substance in a
solution.
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3OME TIME AGO A GAS COMPANY
NEEDED TO SHIP PITCH FROM
%NGLAND TO 3PAIN AND LOADED
BROKEN APPARENTLY SOLID PIECES
OF IT STRAIGHT INTO THE HOLD OR
BOTTOM OF A SHIP WITHOUT FIRST
PUTTING IT IN CONTAINERS $URING
THE TRIP THE SHIP RAN INTO VERY
HOT WEATHER AND THE PITCH DIDN¡T
STAY SOLID !LL OF IT MELTED INTO
A STICKY MESS FILLING ALL OF THE
NOOKS AND CRANNIES OF THE SHIP¡S
HOLD BEFORE IT RESOLIDIFIED WHEN
COLDER WEATHER CAME 7HEN
THE SHIP¡S CAPTAIN GOT TO HIS
DESTINATION THE HOLD WAS ONE
SOLID PIECE OF PITCH )F YOU¡VE
EVER LEFT A CANDLE ON SOMETHING
HOT OR IN THE SUN ON A HOT DAY
YOU¡VE PROBABLY EXPERIENCED
MUCH THE SAME THING
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Crystals are a special form of solid, where the atoms are arranged in an orderly
pattern. If you think of an entire crystal as a building, then the building blocks would be
molecules. These building blocks are stacked up like bricks. If conditions are right, the
building blocks keep stacking up over and over into a crystal big enough to see.
If you could shrink down to the size of an atom, you would see the regular arrangement of the atoms. But, in fact, you don’t have to shrink down to see this; the shape of
the big crystal is the same as the shape of the smaller, molecular building blocks.
Often, a solid is made up of many very small crystals packed together in a mass.
In this case, the solid doesn’t look like a crystal; it will have a rough surface.
There are only seven different types of crystal systems, or geometric arrangements,
but there are many types of crystals. What makes the difference are the different atoms
in each crystal. Blue sapphires and red rubies
are the same kind of crystal, but sapphires have
-OST PLASTICS TIRES WOOD
small amounts of iron and titanium and rubies
FABRIC AND PAPER ARE SOLIDS
have small amounts of chromium.
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THAT ARE BOTH CRYSTALLINE
AND AMORPHOUS

3!,49 (/4%,
The Salt Palace and Spa in Bolivia is the world’s only hotel made of salt. The walls
are made of 14-inch by 14-inch (36-centimeter) salt blocks, cemented together with a
saltwater solution. The walls, roof, and ﬂoors are salt. Even the tables and chairs are
made of salt! The hotel was built in 1993 and sits in the middle of the Uyuni Salt Flats.
Salt ﬂats are exactly that: a huge ﬂat area of salt. Long ago, the area was a lake, and
as the water in the lake evaporated over time, the salt was left behind. Now, the salt
is mined and used as table salt. Maybe some of the salt you used for dinner last night
came from the Uyuni Salt Flats.
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In the 1920s, the British ruled India, but the people of India wanted to rule themselves.
Mahatma Gandhi led the struggle for independence, and he used nonviolent action to
do so. His most famous action was the Salt March.
People who live in warm climates near the ocean can “make” their own salt. They
transfer seawater to shallow pools. The water evaporates, leaving the salt behind.
People who lived along the coast of India during British rule made their own salt by
evaporating seawater, until the British made it illegal to do so. Instead of collecting
and using salt for free, people had to buy it from the colonial government and they
had to pay taxes on the salt. It was especially hard for the poor. On March 12, 1930,
Gandhi began marching 240 miles
(386 kilometers) from Sabarmati to
the sea at Dandi, and thousands of
people joined him. When he arrived
at the coast, he encouraged the
people to exercise their freedom
and make their own salt. Many
thousands did. Seventeen years
later, after many more nonviolent
actions, the British left India,
and the Indian people gained
their independence.
GANDHI DURING THE SALT MARCH,
MARCH 1930.

!LNQVG@S
Look out your window. You’re looking through an amorphous solid—glass. Amorphous solids are the opposite of crystal solids. “Amorphous” means without a deﬁnite
structure, or disorganized. If you’re a messy person, then your room probably has an
amorphous appearance. If you think of a crystal as having particles arranged like eggs
in a carton all lined up, then an amorphous solid would be like having particles arranged like marbles in a jar—a big jumble. The particles are arranged randomly, like
in a liquid, but they’re still tightly bound; they can’t change places or ﬂow around each
other. The plastic in sandwich bags is an amorphous solid, but the best example is the
one you see every day—glass.
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Amorphous solids can form from
liquids that cool very quickly, such
as when hot lava cools into volcanic
glass. As a liquid cools, the molecules
lose energy and move more and more
slowly. As the liquid turns into a solid,
the molecules normally settle into an
orderly arrangement, or crystal. But
if the liquid cools very quickly, the
atoms do not have time to arrange
themselves and they bond in a more
random arrangement.
Many solids are a combination of
crystalline and amorphous. Wood, for
example, has areas that have an orderly arrangement of atoms and other areas where
the atoms are randomly arranged.

)S 'LASS 2EALLY A 3OLID
You may have heard somewhere that glass is really a liquid that ﬂows very, very
slowly. The main “support” for this is window glass in old cathedrals and other
buildings from the Middle Ages that seems to have deformed, or ﬂowed, over time.
The glass is often thicker at the bottom of the window. It turns out, though, that the
glass was probably uneven when it was made because of the glassmaking techniques
at the time. Glass made now is very even in thickness, and experiments don’t show
glass ﬂowing, even over long periods of time. In fact, glass made during the ancient
Roman era hasn’t deformed over many
centuries.
Most scientists think of glass as
7INDOW GLASS RAW RUBBER
an amorphous solid. Just to confuse
matters, though, glass does have some
VOLCANIC GLASS WAX AND
properties of liquids, mainly its random
FULGURITES GLASS THAT FORMS
arrangement of atoms, so there are some
WHEN LIGHTNING STRIKES SAND
scientists who think of glass as its own
ARE AMORPHOUS SOLIDS
state of matter, neither liquid nor solid.
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Have you ever done an experiment that seemed to take forever? Perhaps you had
to boil water or grow mold and you had to wait many long minutes, or maybe even
days. In 1927, at the University of Queensland in Australia, Professor Thomas
Parnell started what is listed in the Guinness Book of Records as the longestrunning laboratory experiment. He wanted to prove that something that seems to
be a solid can have liquid properties if you wait long enough, and he used pitch to
do it. Pitch is a substance made from tar and is very similar to it, but pitch is more
solid than tar. At room temperature, it looks and feels like a glassy rock and can be
shattered by a hammer blow.
Thomas heated the pitch to make it ﬂow
and poured it into a sealed funnel. He let it
cool and settle for three years, then took off
the seal. Not much happened for a very long
time—eight years, in fact. Although pitch
looks like a solid, it ﬂows like a liquid, but very,
very slowly. That’s because it is extremely
viscous (viscosity is a measure of how fast
something ﬂows)—100 billion times more
viscous than water. It took all of those eight
years for one single drop to fall through the
funnel into the beaker below. As of today,
80 years later, only a total of eight drops have
fallen. Drops are taking even longer to fall now
because air conditioning was installed in the
building, which cools the pitch and makes it
even more viscous.
If you ever visit the University of
Queensland, be sure to visit Professor John
Mainstone, the current caretaker of the
experiment, at the Department of Physics,
where the Pitch Drop Experiment is on display.
The experiment will probably run for at least
another 100 years, so you have plenty of time.
Maybe you’ll actually see a drop fall. If you do, you’ll be the very ﬁrst one, because
it only takes about a tenth of a second for the drop to fall, with eight or more years
in between drops. Blink and you’ll miss it!
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Caution: This project involves boiling water, so get an adult to help.

To form a crystal, you will mimic how crystals are formed naturally. If a hot liquid
is cooled slowly and not disturbed, the crystal can form slowly and grow larger.
A small disturbance can make the liquid turn solid too quickly, though, making lots
of very small crystals, or even an amorphous solid without a crystal structure.
Place a few salt grains
onto black paper or a
dark surface and look at
the grains closely, using
a magnifying glass if you
have one. What shape
are the grains? You’ll
compare this salt to the
crystals you grow.

•
•
•
•

Tips for Making Crystals
Let your crystals grow where they won’t be disturbed.
The longer you wait, the larger the crystals will grow.
Use distilled water or rainwater, especially if you have “hard” water.
Try different mixtures to see what works best!

1

Cut the string into about eight pieces,
each about 6 inches (15 centimeters)
long.Tie the strings together at one
end. Boil about 2 cups (473 milliliters) of
water in the saucepan. (Make sure you have
an adult for this part).

2

Stir in salt slowly, one teaspoon
(5 milliliters) at a time. Mix well each
time. Continue adding salt until it
starts to collect on the bottom of the pot.
If you want colored crystals, add food
coloring.

SuppLies
Z S@AKD R@KS RNCHTL BGKNQHCD
Z AK@BJ O@ODQ
Z L@FMHEXHMF FK@RR NOSHNM@K
Z BNSSNM RSQHMF
Z R@TBDO@M
Z V@SDQ
Z SD@RONNM
Z KNMF G@MCKDC RONNM
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF NOSHNM@K
Z RG@KKNV O@M

Z FK@RR I@Q
Allow to cool for a minute, then
carefully pour about half of the
Z O@ODQ SNVDKR
solution into the shallow pan and
the other half into the jar. Do not allow any
of the undissolved salt to get into the jar or pan.

3
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4
5

Place the strings into the jar, with the knotted
end submerged in the salt solution. Let the
other ends drape over the rim of the jar.

Move the pan and jar to a location
out of the light where they will not
be disturbed. Place paper towels
under the jar to catch any drips from
the strings. Leave the solution for about
two weeks, checking each day. If the
level of the solution goes below the
knot, add more salt solution, prepared
as above.

6

The salt crystals should start forming
in about a day.The slower the crystals
grow, the larger they will be. Look at the
crystals closely. How are they different from the original
salt crystals? How are they the same? Do the crystals forming in the
pan look different from the ones on the strings? Try the same experiment with
different lengths of string, in different arrangements or shapes. Can you make
a string salt sculpture?

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Table salt, or sodium chloride, is a crystal solid, which means that the
sodium and chloride atoms are arranged in order. When you add salt
to water, it goes into solution, which means the sodium and chloride
atoms separate and are surrounded by water molecules. Water can hold
only certain amounts of a solute such as salt before it won’t dissolve
anymore. The solution is saturated at this point. But hot water can hold
more salt than cold water can, so when the water cools, it’s holding more
salt than normal. If it cools slowly and isn’t disturbed, the salt can form
fairly big crystals.
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Grow Lots Of
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Place a few Epsom salt grains on the black
paper and look at them closely. What shape
are the grains?

1
2

Cut the paper into whatever shape you
like, such as a snowﬂake or heart.
Place the paper on the cookie sheet.
Cut the paper if it doesn’t ﬁt completely within.

SuppLies
Z AK@BJ B@QCRSNBJ NQ
BNMRSQTBSHNM O@ODQ
Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
%ORNL R@KSR EQNL SGD
OG@QL@BX

Slowly pour the Epsom salts into the
hot water, stirring constantly. Keep
stirring until all of the Epsom salts are
dissolved, if possible. Add food coloring if
you like.

Z RBHRRNQR

3

Z ENNC BNKNQHMF NOSHNM@K

Pour the solution over the paper. Place
the cookie sheet with the paper and
solution in a warm place, like a sunny
window. With an adult’s help, you can also
place the cookie sheet in a warm oven
(200 degrees Fahrenheit/93 degrees Celsius)
for 15 minutes or so, but watch it to make sure
it doesn’t dry out too much. You should start
to see lots of large, spiky crystals growing.
How are they different from the original,
Epsom salt crystals?
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Z RGNQS RHCDC BNNJHD RGDDS
NQ OHD O@M
Z BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
GNS S@O V@SDQ
Z L@FMHEXHMF FK@RR NOSHNM@K

%PSOM SALTS ARE USED FOR HEALING CUTS AND SHALLOW WOUNDS
4HE MINERAL EPSOMITE WHICH IS THE SAME AS %PSOM SALT WAS
FIRST DISCOVERED NEAR %PSOM %NGLAND %PSOMITE CAN BE FOUND
ENCRUSTING LIMESTONE CAVE WALLS
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Caution: Make sure you have an adult to help with the cooking.
Place a few sugar crystals onto a sheet of black paper or dark surface and look at the
grains closely, using a magnifying glass if you have one. What shape are the grains?

1

5

2

6

Tie one end of the string to the
button and wrap the other end
around the pencil. Put the pencil
over the glass so that the string hangs
down into the glass. Adjust the length
of string so that the button is just above
the bottom of the glass.
Pour about 1 cup (236 milliliters)
of water into a saucepan and add
the sugar. Heat the sugar-water
mixture until it boils, stirring until the
sugar dissolves or the syrup has small
bubbles in it. (Make sure you have an
adult for this part).

3

Cook the sugar syrup over
medium heat for 3 minutes
without stirring. Remove the
saucepan from the heat and let cool for
2 minutes. Carefully pour the syrup into
the glass to just below the rim. If there
is extra sugar on the bottom of the
saucepan, do not let it ﬂow into
the glass.

4

Using a potholder, move the
glass to a warm place where it
can be easily seen but will not
be disturbed.

Be patient! Watch the crystal
grow each day, but wait for at
least a week before touching the
glass.The longer you wait, the bigger
the sugar crystal will grow. What shape
are the crystals?
If no crystal forms, or if the whole
glass of syrup turns into a solid
lump, you may have stirred it
while it was boiling.Try again!

SuppLies
Z AK@BJ O@ODQ
Z RTF@Q @ANTS  BTOR
 LHKKHKHSDQR
Z BNSSNM RSQHMF
Z ATSSNM
Z ODMBHK
Z FK@RR NQ S@KK I@Q
Z V@SDQ
Z R@TBDO@M
Z ONSGNKCDQ
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF NOSHNM@K
Z L@FMHEXHMF FK@RR NOSHNM@K
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Caution: This project involves very hot liquids, so get an adult to help.

1

3

2

4

Cut the milk containers in half
lengthwise.Tape the ends so you have
six shallow rectangular containers.
If you have more than three containers, you
can use the extra pieces for decorations.
Completely coat the inside of the containers
with the cooking spray.
Put the sugar in the saucepan. Heat
the sugar on low to medium until it
turns brown and melts. Be patient—
it will take about 10 minutes. As soon as
the sugar melts completely, get an adult to
help you pour it into the containers.Tilt the
containers to coat the bottoms with syrup.
Be very careful– the sugar is very hot.

SuppLies
Z RBHRRNQR
Z  NQ LNQD OHMS RHYD
 LHKKHKHSDQR DLOSX
B@QCAN@QC LHKJ BNMS@HMDQR
QHMRDC NTS @MC CQHDC
Z BDKKNOG@MD NQ L@RJHMF S@OD
Z BNNJHMF ROQ@X
Z  BTOR  LHKKHKHSDQR
RTF@Q
Z ONSGNKCDQ
Z HBHMF
Z DCHAKD CDBNQ@SHNMR
Z L@FMHEXHMF FK@RR NOSHNM@K

Place the containers in the refrigerator
or freezer and let them cool on a level
surface. When the syrup has hardened,
carefully cut the corners of the cardboard
and pull the cardboard away from the
sugar glass. You should have four or more
rectangles of sugar glass. Look carefully at
your sugar glass. Do you see any crystals?
Use icing to “glue” the edges of the
sugar glass panes together to form
a box. Add any edible confections,
like gumdrops or marshmallows. If you
have broken pieces of “glass,” make extra
decorations like a chimney or bush.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Look carefully at some pieces of sugar
and at your sugar glass house. Sugar is
a crystal. The sugar you buy from a store
has fairly small crystals; if you made rock
candy in the experiment above, the crystals
were much larger. The rock candy crystals
had a long time to grow into very ordered
crystal shapes. You cooled the candy-glass
house so quickly the liquid sugar didn’t
have time to form crystals. It’s not perfectly
clean glass, because reactions while you’re
heating the sugar give it a brown color.

hat shape is water? Or milk? The answer:
whatever container you put it in, of course.
Liquids take the shape of their container. They
ﬂow because clusters of molecules can slide
past each other. Molecules in a liquid have more
energy than those in a solid but less than those in a gas.

Liquids
'N 7HSG SGD &KNV
In some liquids, the molecules ﬁnd it harder to slide past each other. These liquids are
more viscous, which means, as you may recall from the Pitch Drop Experiment in
chapter 5, that they have more resistance to ﬂow. Try pouring water into one glass
and corn syrup or honey into another. Which takes longer? The corn syrup is more
viscous—sometimes we say that it is “thicker.” Viscosity is important in industrial
processes, like reﬁning and using oil.

$ID 9OU +NOW
7HEN A LIQUID IS PUSHED ON BY
A FORCE THE PRESSURE FROM THAT
FORCE IS THE SAME THROUGHOUT
THE LIQUID 4HIS LAW IS CALLED
AND IT ALSO
APPLIES TO GASES
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Density is the amount of mass in a certain volume. In general, solids are slightly
denser than liquids (but see chapter 10 for an exception), and liquids are a lot denser
than gases. Different liquids can have slightly different densities, depending on their
chemical makeup.
Density increases by either adding more mass (molecules) to the same amount
of volume or by making the volume that the molecules are in smaller. The opposite
decreases density. If you add salt to water, the salt breaks apart and its particles slip
into the spaces between the water
molecules. The mass increases, but
because the salt particles slipped into
empty spaces, the volume doesn’t
increase, so salt water is denser than
plain water.
Heating a liquid makes it a bit less
dense. With heating, the molecules
move around faster, so there’s a little
more space between the molecules.
The same number of molecules in
a slightly larger volume means
the liquid is less dense. The same
principles of density apply to solids
and gases as well.

7ORDS TO +NOW
0@RB@K`R OQHMBHOKD when a liquid or gas
is pushed on by a force, it transmits the force
to all parts of the ﬂuid.
CDMRHSX the amount of matter in a given
space, or mass divided by volume.
L@RR the amount of matter or “stuff” in
something. On Earth, the mass of something
is very close to its weight.
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UNKTLD the amount of space occupied
by something.
CHROK@BD to move or take the place of.
!QBGHLDCDR`R OQHMBHOKD when an
object is placed in a ﬂuid, it experiences
an upward force that is equal to the weight
of the ﬂuid that is displaced.

-JRVJET

"EN &RANKLIN´S /IL
Benjamin Franklin was a great inventor and diplomat,
as well as one of America’s founding fathers. He was
also a very curious person, which made him an excellent
scientist. In 1757, when he was on a ship in a ﬂeet traveling
to America from England, he noticed that the ships at the
end of the line had smoother sailing than those in front.
Of course he wondered why. The ship’s captain gave him a
clue when he said, “The cooks have been just emptying their
greasy water through the scuppers, which has greased the
sides of those ships [at the end] a little.”
Ben remembered that explanation about oil smoothing the water.
One windy day, when he was back in London, England, he dropped about a teaspoon
of oil into Clapham Pond and watched as it slowly spread out. Oil is less dense
than water and ﬂoats on top. That little bit of oil kept spreading and spreading until
it covered an area about as big as half an acre (an acre is about as big as a football
ﬁeld). Ben said the oil made the water “as smooth as a looking glass.”
Over a hundred years later, Lord Rayleigh, a famous scientist, built on Ben’s
experiments. He determined that when the oil was spread out, it was as thick as one
molecule. From there, an estimate of the molecule’s size could be calculated.

&KN@SHMF @MC 3HMJHMF
Have you ever kicked back in a refreshing lake or pool and felt the water lift you up?
The water is pushing up against you, supporting some of your weight. What happens
when you try to lift your head out of water? You start to sink.Whether something ﬂoats
or sinks depends on its density. Something that is very dense sinks because it’s heavier
than the water it displaces.Your body is less dense than water, so you ﬂoat. But when
you lift your head up, your body isn’t displacing as much water, and you start to sink.
Big, steel ships look like there’s no way they could ﬂoat; after all, they can weigh tens
of thousands of tons. But they do ﬂoat because the weight of the water that the ship
hull displaces equals the weight of the ship and the cargo combined. The weight of an
object is important, but so is its shape because that’s what determines how much water
is displaced. By itself, steel is denser than water and sinks, but a ship also has wood and
air and people, which together have a lower density than water.
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More than 2,000 years ago, Archimedes, a Greek mathematician and scientist, had a
problem to solve. King Hiero, who ruled Syracuse in Greece, had ordered a crown of
pure gold from a local goldsmith. When he got the crown, it looked and felt like gold,
but King Hiero wasn’t sure it was gold. He wondered whether the goldsmith had mixed
some of the gold with silver, which was cheaper, and kept the leftover gold for himself.
Hiero called upon Archimedes to ﬁnd out if the goldsmith had cheated him.
Archimedes had to ﬁgure out a way to tell if the crown was pure or a mixture of
metals without hurting the crown. He knew that if he could ﬁnd out the exact volume
of the crown, he could ﬁgure out if it was pure gold. Different materials have different
densities, so two different materials that weigh the same would have different
volumes. Since the goldsmith had been given a speciﬁc weight of gold, the crown
should have a speciﬁc volume. If the gold was mixed with silver, the crown would have
a greater volume because silver is less dense. But how to ﬁnd out the exact volume
of the crown? Archimedes couldn’t melt the crown into a cube, which would allow
him to use a ruler to measure the exact volume. Finding the volume of something as
irregularly shaped as a crown seemed impossible.
The story goes that when Archimedes was bathing, he noticed the water overﬂowed
as he stepped in, and the solution to the crown problem came to him; he could tell the
exact volume of the crown by measuring the volume of water it displaced. If the crown
was made of silver and gold together, it would displace more water than one made
only of gold. He was so excited that he ran naked into the street, yelling, “Eureka!”
which means “I’ve found it!”
Archimedes lowered the crown into a bowl full of water and measured the amount
that overﬂowed. He did the same thing with a cube
of pure gold the same size as the one the king
had given to the goldsmith. The result? More
water overﬂowed for the crown than for the
piece of pure gold. Things didn’t look too good for
the greedy goldsmith. Archimedes proved that
the crown was indeed made of gold and silver.
Archimedes used the experience to develop
what has come to be known as Archimedes’s
principle. This principle states that when an
object is placed in a ﬂuid, it experiences
an upward force that is equal to the weight
of the ﬂuid that is displaced. Also known as
the principle of buoyancy, it determines whether
something sinks or ﬂoats.
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1

Remove any labels from the jar
and ﬁll it about two-thirds full with
water. Pour in cooking oil to an inch
(2.5 centimeters) below the rim. Add a
few spoonfuls of salt. Look carefully.

SuppLies
Z BKD@Q K@QFD I@Q RTBG @R
@ L@XNMM@HRD I@Q
Z V@SDQ
Z BNNJHMF NHK
Z R@KS

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Oil and water don’t mix. You may have even heard the saying “They’re
like oil and water,” which means that two people don’t get along.
Oil is less dense than water, so it normally ﬂoats. Salt dissolves in
water, but not in oil. When you pour the salt on top of the oil, it sticks
to the top of the oil and doesn’t dissolve. Undissolved salt is more
dense than oil or water, so it sinks, taking blobs of oil with it. At the
bottom, the salt slowly dissolves into the water. Without the weight
of the salt, the blobs of oil rise again. Try this with green food coloring
in a large, clear container for Halloween fun!
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DNcR AN[X
1
2

Remove any labels from the bottle. Fill the bottle
half full with water. Add a few drops of blue food
coloring and one drop of green food coloring to
the water. Add mineral oil.
Cut a piece of candle and carve it into whatever
shape you like. Drop the candle into the water.
Screw on the lid and tilt the bottle from side to
side.Try tilting it fast and slow, as well as big tilts
and small tilts. How is it different?

SuppLies
7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
The oil is more viscous—it ﬂows
more slowly—than the water and so
it slows down the ﬂow of the water.
Oil and water don’t mix (see chapter
10 to ﬁnd out why) and oil is less
dense than water, so it ﬂoats on top.
The candle is less dense than the
water or oil and ﬂoats on the very top.
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Z  KHSDQ BKD@Q OK@RSHB ANSSKD
Z V@SDQ
Z AKTD @MC FQDDM ENNC
BNKNQHMF
Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
LHMDQ@K NHK NQ A@AX NHK
Z ATSSDQ JMHED
Z OHDBD NE B@MCKD RL@KK
DMNTFG SN EHS SGQNTFG
SGD ANSSKD NODMHMF
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Fill a bowl with water and drop
the objects you’ve collected into
the water. Which ones ﬂoat?
Which sink? Take a chunk of clay and
roll it into a ball; drop it into the water.
Does it ﬂoat or sink?

1

2

SuppLies

3

Z ANVK

Now take the ball of clay, form it
into a boat shape, and drop it into
the water. Does it ﬂoat or sink?
Try placing some of the other objects
into the boat. What does it take to sink
the boat?

Drop the balloon into the water.
What happens? Blow up the
balloon, tie it off, and place it in
the water. What happens?

Z V@SDQ
Z U@QHNTR NAIDBSR DHSGDQ
GNKKNV NQ RNKHC RTBG @R
BNQJR L@QAKDR KD@UDR
SDMMHR A@KKR @MC RN NM
Z BK@X
Z A@KKNNM TMHMEK@SDC

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Things ﬂoat if they are less dense than whatever they’re ﬂoating on. In
this case, the objects are ﬂoating on or sinking in water. Density is how
packed together the molecules are, and air is much less dense than water
or solid objects. So hollow objects make the overall density much less.
No matter what shape the clay is in, it weighs the same, but it displaces
more water when it is in the shape of a boat. The rubber in a balloon
is denser than water, but the combination of rubber and air make the
inﬂated balloon much less dense than water.
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Make Your Own
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1

Cut out a circle of paper, as large
as possible. Cut halfway across
the circle to the center. Fold the
paper circle into a long funnel shape,
with the center of the circle being the
point of the funnel.Tape the edges and
cut off the point of the funnel to make
a small hole. Repeat with the other
sheets of paper to make three funnels
altogether.

2
3
4

Pour honey or syrup into the
bottom of the jar until it is about a
quarter full. Do not let the honey
touch the sides of the jar.

Pour water into the measuring
cup to the one-cup (236 milliliters)
mark. Add a few drops of food
coloring.
Hold one funnel so the tip rests
against the side of the jar, just
above the honey. Slowly pour in
the water until it is the same depth as
the honey.Try not to let the liquids mix.
If they do, let them set for a minute until
they separate.

5

Using cooking oil instead of
water, repeat step 4, without
using food coloring. Using
rubbing alcohol instead of water, repeat
step 4, using a different color food
coloring.

6

Lower the objects into the
liquids, being careful not to
disturb the liquids. Which is the
densest object? Which is the densest
liquid?

SuppLies
Z RBHRRNQR
Z  RGDDSR NE O@ODQ
Z S@OD
Z GNMDX NQ RXQTO
Z S@KK FK@RR I@Q
Z V@SDQ
Z LD@RTQHMF BTO
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF
Z BNNJHMF NHK
Z QTAAHMF @KBNGNK
Z U@QHNTR NAIDBSR RTBG @R
@ FQ@OD OHDBD NE B@MCKD
L@QAKD Q@HRHM OHMF ONMF
A@KK
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Where the liquids and objects sit
depends on their density. If you start at
the bottom of the jar and go up, you’ll go
from most dense to least dense. A grape,
for example, is less dense than honey
and more dense than water, so it ﬂoats
right in between those liquids.

$ID 9OU +NOW
(AVE YOU EVER HEARD THE
EXPRESSION BLOOD IS THICKER THAN
WATER )T MEANS THAT FAMILY
IS IMPORTANT "UT IT¡S ALSO TRUE
IN ANOTHER WAY "LOOD IS ABOUT
THREE TIMES MORE VISCOUS THAN
WATER BECAUSE IT HAS LOTS OF
STUFF IN IT LIKE RED BLOOD CELLS
AND PLATELETS 4HAT¡S MOSTLY A
GOOD THING "UT WHEN BLOOD IS
TOO VISCOUS IT MIGHT NOT BE SO
GOOD FOR YOUR HEART BECAUSE IT
HAS TO PUMP A LOT HARDER TO MOVE
THE THICKER BLOOD AROUND YOUR
BODY 4HE GOOD NEWS IS THAT THE
SAME THINGS THAT HELP KEEP YOUR
BLOOD THIN ARE GOOD FOR YOU IN
MANY OTHER WAYS TOO EAT HEALTHY
FOODS GET PLENTY OF EXERCISE AND
DON¡T SMOKE
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Make Your Own
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1

Very slightly blow up
the balloon and hold it
closed. Wrap one rubber
band around the end several
times until the balloon is
clamped shut.

2

Copy the octopus shape
onto aluminum foil
and cut out. Drape the
aluminum foil over the balloon
and twist the foil around the
rubber band; wrap another
rubber band on top.This is the
head of the octopus. Lightly
twist the other aluminum
foil parts into “arms” of the
octopus.

3

Fill the cup with water
and place the octopus
into the water. Make adjustments until the octopus barely ﬂoats. If it sinks,
remove some of the aluminum foil. If it ﬂoats too well, add extra aluminum foil to
the legs, twisting the foil so that it stays on.

4

Fill the bottle with water to overﬂowing. Put the octopus in, add more water
to the brim, and screw on the lid. Squeeze the bottle. What happens?
Try varying the experiment, changing only one thing at a time. What happens
if you ﬁll the bottle with salt water? What happens if you change the temperature
of the water by adding ice cubes or hot water once the octopus is in the water?
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Air is less dense (heavy) than water or aluminum foil. The air in the balloon
makes the octopus ﬂoat. The molecules in air have a lot more empty space
between them, which means it’s easier to push the molecules together.
When you squeeze the bottle, the pressure you apply transfers to all parts
of the water. It’s hard to compress water, though, because the molecules
are already packed together, so the water transfers the pressure to the air.
The molecules in the air are easily pushed closer together, which makes
the air more dense, or heavy. Making the balloon smaller also means that
your octopus is displacing a smaller volume of water. These two things
make the octopus sink. When you let go, the air expands again, and the
octopus ﬂoats.

&,/!49 &)3(

SuppLies
Z A@KKNNM
Z SVN QTAADQ A@MCR
Z @KTLHMTL ENHK
Z RBHRRNQR
Z S@KK BTO
Z V@SDQ
Z BKD@Q OK@RSHB VHCD
LNTSGDC ANSSKD

Many ﬁsh have an organ called a swim
bladder; it helps them move up and down in
the water without using extra energy.
A swim bladder is a pouch that holds gas and
works a bit like your octopus. Fish can ﬁll or
empty their swim bladder to give them the
density they need to ﬂoat or sink. More gas
means they ﬂoat upwards; less gas means
they sink. Fish have a unique ability to move
oxygen into or out of their swim bladder from
their blood.
Most squid and octopus don’t have a swim
bladder. But there is one exception. The
Ocythoe tuberculata is the only octopus that
has a swim bladder, and only the females
have one. It’s also the only kind of octopus
that doesn’t lay eggs—it gives birth to live
young.
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ome things in this world are invisible, even
without a magic spell or invisibility cloak.
Blow on your arm. Even though you usually
can’t see gases because they’re transparent and
colorless, you can see or feel the effects they have.
Gases are one of the three states of matter, along with
solids and liquids. They’re much less structured than the
other two; gases easily change both their volume and
shape. A gas will not only ﬂow like a liquid, it will also
expand to ﬁll a container.

Gases

)S`R 3NLDSGHMF )M SGD !HQ
If you could shrink to the size of a molecule and ﬂoat around in a gas, you would
see mostly . . . nothing. About 99.96 percent of the total volume of gas is empty space.
The molecules are very far apart relative
to their size, but they have lots of energy.
Gas molecules travel in a straight line /XYGEN GAS MOLECULES ON A
until they run into another gas molecule or a WARM DAY TRAVEL AT AN AVERAGE
molecule from the sides of the container SPEED OF ABOUT   MILES
they’re in. It’s like a classroom of kids who   KILOMETERS PER HOUR
have all just eaten lots and lots of candy, FASTER THAN A JET AIRPLANE
bouncing off the walls and each other. Each 4HOSE OXYGEN MOLECULES DON¡T
gas molecule travels at different speeds, but CROSS A ROOM VERY FAST THOUGH
BECAUSE THEY EACH HAVE ABOUT
on average gas molecules travel very fast.
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 OR  BILLION CRASHES WITH OTHER
MOLECULES IN ONE SECOND
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HOW NEWTON GOT IT WRONG
Sir Isaac Newton is arguably the greatest scientist who has ever lived. He developed
calculus and described the fundamental laws of motion and gravity, among many
other discoveries. But even the greatest among us is sometimes wrong. Being wrong
occasionally is probably necessary to achieve greatness because it means you’re
willing to take risks.
Another great scientist who lived around the same time as Isaac, in the seventeenth
century, was Robert Boyle. Robert discovered one of the fundamental laws about
gases. This law, called Boyle’s law, states that when pressure increases on a gas,
the volume decreases (as long as the temperature stays the same). If you close the
opening of a bicycle pump and press down on the handle, the volume decreases but
the pressure increases. It gets harder and harder to push. Robert had discovered the
law, but he didn’t know why gases acted this way and no one else did either.
Isaac developed a theory about why. He proposed that the particles (or molecules)
of air were motionless and were held apart by forces that repelled each other. Pushing
on a gas, or applying pressure, was like pushing on a spring. It gets harder and harder
as the spring compresses.
Isaac’s theory explained the facts beautifully, but it was wrong. Even geniuses
have their off days. That’s important to remember because there are times when
something seems to ﬁt the facts perfectly, but you may not have all of the facts. That
was the case for Isaac; no one had all of the facts yet. Later experiments have shown
that all molecules are always moving (even molecules in solids move
by vibrating) and that they are attracted to each other. The
reason the pressure increases when a gas is compressed
inside a container is because the molecules crash into
a different part of the container much more frequently.
When a molecule hits the sides, it exerts a force on
the container, and it is the force of all of these crashes
that causes gas pressure. When the container
gets smaller, there is less surface area for the
molecules to crash into, which raises the pressure.
The opposite is also true. When the container gets
larger there is more surface area for the molecules
to crash into, which lowers the pressure.

$ID 9OU +NOW

"ECAUSE GASES HAVE SO MUCH SPACE BETWEEN THE MOLECULES GASES
CAN BE COMPRESSED OR SQUEEZED INTO A SMALLER SPACE
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Temperature is a measure of the average speed of molecules.
If heat is added, then the average speed increases. Even though
gas molecules are very far apart relative to their size, because
they move so very fast, they collide a lot with each other.
Those collisions are what cause gas pressure. Gas pressure
is the force of all of the molecules colliding with the sides of a
container. When there are fewer molecules bouncing around and hitting the sides, the
pressure is lower. More molecules hitting the sides increases the pressure.

7GDM @ '@R HR -NQD 4G@M @ '@R
Gases are almost always less dense than liquids because the molecules are so far apart.
(Density is the mass in a given volume.) As the pressure on a gas increases, it gets denser
because the molecules are squeezed closer together. After a certain point, the molecules
are so close together that the gas turns into a liquid. But at a very high temperature,
called the critical temperature of a gas, the gas won’t turn into liquid no matter how
high the pressure. At that point it’s called a supercritical ﬂuid.
You won’t ﬁnd this happening in your ﬁreplace, though. It doesn’t have enough
heat or high enough pressure. The cores of stars have supercritical ﬂuids, and the planet
Jupiter has some gaseous layers that are supercritical and denser than water. Most
decaffeinated coffee has its caffeine removed using supercritical carbon dioxide.

$ID 9OU +NOW

4ARDIGRADES ALSO CALLED WATER BEARS BECAUSE
THEY MOVE A BIT LIKE A BEAR ARE SEGMENTED
ANIMALS SMALLER THAN THE HEAD OF A PIN
4HEY ARE REMARKABLE CREATURES 3OME SPECIES
OF TARDIGRADES CAN SURVIVE IN EXTREMELY HIGH
OR LOW PRESSURESAS HIGH AS   TIMES AS GREAT AS OUR
ATMOSPHERE OR AS LOW AS OUTER SPACE 4HEY CAN BE FOUND LIVING ON
TOP OF -OUNT %VEREST AT THE BOTTOM OF THE OCEAN IN THE !RCTIC AT
THE EQUATOR IN HOT SPRINGS AND PROBABLY ON SOME MOSS OR LICHEN
IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
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POPPING EARS
Have your ears ever “popped” when going up
or down quickly in an elevator or airplane? The
atmosphere is always pressing on every part
of us, and the lower the elevation, the greater
the atmospheric pressure. We don’t usually
feel it because air inside our body is pressing
out with the same pressure. When you come
down quickly from a higher elevation, though,
your eardrums feel more pressure from the
outside at the lower elevation and they are
pushed inward. Your body tries to compensate
by balancing the pressure on both sides of the
eardrum by allowing some air into the inner
ear. You can help by yawning, chewing gum,
swallowing, or holding your nose and mouth
closed while gently blowing out. This forces
air into small tubes that connect the inner ear
to the throat.

$ID 9OU +NOW

4HE PERFECT VACUUM DOESN¡T
EXIST 4HERE ARE ALWAYS SOME
MOLECULES AROUNDEVEN IN
OUTER SPACE 3PACE COMES
CLOSEST TO A VACUUM THOUGH
WITH JUST A FEW HYDROGEN ATOMS
PER CUBIC INCH CENTIMETER
OF SPACE 3O SCIENTISTS USUALLY
USE THE TERM PARTIAL VACUUM
INSTEAD OF PERFECT VACUUM

6@BTTLR
Vroom! A vacuum cleaner works because a pump creates lower gas pressure in the tube.
The pressure from the atmosphere stays the same, and it pushes the air (and some dirt
along with it) into the vacuum.
You may have heard the phrase “Nature abhors
a vacuum.” It’s true, because gases ﬁll whatever
container they’re in. Imagine you have a container
that has a partition in the middle, and the left side
has no molecules and the right side has lots of molecules.
If you pull out the partition, the molecules that are on the edge
of the right side will bounce in every direction. Some of those
molecules will bounce towards the left side, but there won’t be
any molecules to get in their way so they’ll keep going until
they hit the side of the container. More and more molecules
on the right side will do so. Because molecules travel so
fast, the vacuum will be ﬁlled in an instant.
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If gases expand to ﬁll any container, why doesn’t all of the
air leave the earth? Actually, a bit of it does. In the top layer
of the atmosphere, called the exosphere, some molecules
do exit into space. Not very many, though, because the exosphere doesn’t have many molecules compared with lower
atmospheric layers, and many of those molecules don’t have
enough energy to escape the pull of gravity. The molecules
that do escape are replaced by gases produced by volcanoes.
Most air is held closer to the earth because of gravity’s pull.
The atmosphere slowly gets thinner (that is, fewer molecules)
farther from the earth’s surface until, at about 600 miles (965
kilometers) high, it merges into space.

4HE !TMOSPHERE
The atmosphere is composed of these elements and compounds that are in the
gaseous state.
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide
Neon
Helium

78.1%
20.9%
0.93%
0.04%
0.002%
0.0005%

Plus, trace amounts of methane,
krypton, hydrogen, xenon, nitrogen
oxides, sulfur oxides, and water vapor.
Even though water vapor is present
only in amounts of 1 percent to 4
percent close to Earth, it is responsible
for all our rain and weather.

7ORDS TO +NOW
F@R a state of matter where the particles are
not bound to each other and move very fast in
all directions.
SDLODQ@STQD a measure of the average
speed of molecules in a substance.
F@R OQDRRTQD the force of gas molecules
hitting the surface of a container.
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RTODQBQHSHB@K EKTHC gas that is at such
a high temperature (the critical temperature)
that it cannot turn into liquid.
DKDU@SHNM height above sea level.
U@BTTL a space that is empty of matter.
@SLNRSOGDQD the blanket of air
surrounding Earth.
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Caution: This project involves matches, so get an adult to help.

1
2

Check to make sure the opening to the bottle
is slightly smaller than the egg. Large juice or
sports drink bottles often work well.

Scrunch up the paper and drop it into the
bottle. With your adult helper, light the match
and drop it into the bottle. Immediately place
the egg on top of the bottle opening. Watch!

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
As the ﬂame burns, it heats the air. Hot
air takes up more space than cold air.
Where does it go? You may have noticed
the egg jumping on top of the bottle.
The egg acts as a one-way valve, letting
the hot air out of the bottle. But as the
ﬂame goes out, the air cools and takes
up less space. This makes a partial
vacuum, and the pressure from the air
outside the bottle pushes the egg into
the bottle. Sometimes, people say the
pressure changes in the bottle because
burning uses up oxygen, but burning also
produces carbon dioxide, so it doesn’t
change the number of molecules or
the pressure.

SuppLies
Z G@QC ANHKDC DFF ODDKDC
Z BKD@Q FK@RR NQ GD@UX
OK@RSHB ANSSKD VHSG MDBJ
RKHFGSKX RL@KKDQ SG@M SGD
DFF
Z O@ODQ
Z L@SBGDR
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Make Your Own

1
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Roll one of the index cards into
a tube as wide as the opening of
the bottle.Tape the tube at the
top and bottom. Open the bottle of
soda and set the bottle on the ground
outside; make sure it doesn’t tip over.

2

Stack the Mentos in the indexcard tube. Place the second
index card on top of the tube and
turn the tube upside down. Place both
on top of the opening of the bottle so
that the tube is just over the opening,
with the ﬂat index card in between.

3
4

Pull out the index card and let
the Mentos slide into the soda.
Stand back!

Try some variations. (Remember
to only vary one thing at a time.)
The fruit variety of Mentos is
smoother than the mint; which makes
a bigger explosion? Is there a difference
between regular and diet soda? Do
other candies work as well as Mentos?

SuppLies
Z SVN HMCDW B@QCR
Z BDKKNOG@MD S@OD
Z  KHSDQ ANSSKD NE CHDS RNC@
Z QNKK NE LHMS -DMSNR B@MCX
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Big chemical reaction, right? Probably not. That soda whooshing out of the bottle is
likely not a chemical reaction at all. A chemical reaction happens when molecules
break apart and combine into new ones, and that doesn’t seem to be happening
here. Changes can come from other physical forces, though.
Soda is bubbly because it contains carbon dioxide—a gas—dissolved in water.
That carbon dioxide was dissolved into the soda at the factory under high pressure.
Water molecules are strongly attracted to each other (read more about why in
chapter 10), and they surround the carbon dioxide, preventing the carbon dioxide
molecules from coming together to form bubbles. You can’t see the carbon dioxide
in a closed bottle, but when you open the bottle, you can see bubbles form and you
can feel them ﬁzzing in your mouth when you take a sip. The bubbles form because
you have reduced the pressure, and the carbon dioxide comes out of solution.
When you shake the bottle, the carbon dioxide gas molecules can come together
and form bubbles. Then, when you open the bottle, the carbon dioxide whooshes out
of the bottle and takes some of the soda with it.
The Mentos have a similar effect to shaking a soda bottle. They allow gas bubbles
to form. Remember, the carbon dioxide molecules are surrounded by water molecules
that trap them. Once a bubble forms, it can grow very quickly; the trick is for the
bubble to form in the ﬁrst place. The surface of an object provides a place where a
few carbon dioxide molecules can get together away from the water molecules. Once
a few come together, others quickly follow. If you could look at a Mentos candy under
a microscope, you would see that its surface is very uneven, with lots of nooks and
crannies. These are the perfect place for LOTS of bubbles to form.
This isn’t a chemical reaction, where molecules are breaking apart and forming
new ones. It’s a physical process. The surface of the Mentos candy is simply
helping the carbon dioxide gas molecules come together. There may also be some
ingredients in the soda and Mentos that help this process as well, but the main
factor seems to be the surface of the Mentos. When you drop the Mentos candies
into the soda, they fall to the bottom, forming bubbles along the way. The bubbles
form very quickly and also rise to the surface very quickly, taking lots of soda with
them. Whoosh!
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Caution: This project involves matches, so get an adult to help.

1

Cut a thick slice of the banana or fruit
and set it on the pan. Stick the candle
into the banana. Pour about an inch
(2.5 centimeters) of water into the pan. If you
are using a candle that can stand up by itself,
like a votive candle, set it directly on the pan.

2
3

With the assistance of an adult helper,
carefully light the candle and place the
glass jar upside down over the candle.

SuppLies
Z A@M@M@ NQ NSGDQ RNES EQTHS
Z ATSSDQ JMHED
Z O@M NQ RGNQS RHCDC BNNJHD
RGDDS
Z RL@KK AHQSGC@X B@JD NQ
UNSHUD B@MCKD
Z V@SDQ

Watch carefully. Do you see any bubbles?
What’s happening when the candle goes
out? What happens next?

Z L@SBGDR NQ KHFGSDQ
Z FK@RR I@Q

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
The candle goes out when it has used up the oxygen in the enclosed area.
It doesn’t change the volume of the gas inside much, though, because the
oxygen combines with carbon in the candle to produce carbon dioxide
gas. But the air inside is being heated up, and hot air takes up more
space than cold air because hot molecules move farther away from each
other. You may have seen bubbles right after you covered the candle; this
is because the air was heated by the ﬂame. Soon, though, as the hot air
hit the colder glass, the air cooled slightly, even before the ﬂame went
out. Cooler air takes up less space because the molecules are moving
closer together. This creates a partial vacuum because the pressure of
the air outside the bottle is greater than the pressure inside the bottle
and the air pushes the water up into the bottle. When the candle goes
out, the water rises faster because the air is cooling even faster.
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1

Fill the glass about
two-thirds full with soda.
Put the raisins in the drink
and watch what happens.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF

SuppLies
Z S@KK BKD@Q FK@RR
Z BKD@Q RNC@ CQHMJ EQNL
@ BNMS@HMDQ ITRS NODMDC
Z RDUDQ@K Q@HRHMR

The raisins will sink when you
ﬁrst put them in because they
are denser than the soda (see
chapter 6 for more information
on liquids, density, and ﬂoating).
But after a bit, bubbles start to
form on the raisins and they rise.
The bubbles are carbon dioxide
gas from the soda, and they are
less dense than the liquid. Raisins
have lots of nooks and crannies,
so there are lots of places for
bubbles to form—enough to
make the raisins rise to the top.
Once they’re at the top, the bubbles
break and the raisins fall back to the
bottom—until more bubbles form.
How many times do your raisins ﬂoat
and sink? Try this experiment with
angel hair pasta to see which works
better. Put in food coloring and use
this as a fun centerpiece for a party.
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Caution: The taffy syrup gets VERY hot,
so get an adult to help, especially when
pouring the syrup.

1
2
3

SuppLies

Mix together in the pan the sugar, corn
syrup, cornstarch, salt, water, and
glycerin. Heat over medium heat until
the sugar is completely dissolved.

Z EQHDMC SN GDKO OTKK S@EEX

Continue stirring until the liquid boils.
Cover and let boil without stirring for
a few minutes to let any crystals wash
down the sides of the pan.

Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
KHFGS BNQM RXQTO

Uncover and continue to boil until the
syrup reaches the hard-ball stage, or
260 degrees Fahrenheit (125 degrees
Celsius), then remove from the heat. When
you test the temperature, don’t let the candy
thermometer touch the bottom of the pan.
Using a thermometer is the best way to test
the taffy syrup, but you can also drop a small
spoonful into a glass of chilled water. When
the syrup forms a ball that is rigid but still
bendable, the syrup has reached the “hardball” stage and is ready.

4

Add the butter, ﬂavorings, and
food coloring and stir. Remove the
saucepan from the heat. Slowly pour
the mixture onto a buttered cookie sheet to
cool. Get an adult to help pour, and hold the
pan just a few inches (centimeters) above
the cookie sheet so that it won’t splatter.
You can sprinkle nuts, coconut, or small
pieces of fruit onto the syrup if you’d like.

Z K@QFD R@TBDO@M VHSG KHC
Z  BTOR  LHKKHKHSDQR
RTF@Q

Z  S@AKDRONNM
 LHKKHKHSDQR BNQMRS@QBG
Z  SD@RONNMR
 LHKKHKHSDQR R@KS
Z  BTOR  LHKKHKHSDQR
V@SDQ
Z  SD@RONNMR
 LHKKHKHSDQR FKXBDQHM
EQNL @ OG@QL@BX NQ
FQNBDQX RSNQD NOSHNM@K
Z K@QFD RONNM
Z B@MCX SGDQLNLDSDQ
Z ATSSDQDC BNNJHD RGDDS
Z  S@AKDRONNMR
 LHKKHKHSDQR ATSSDQ
OKTR LNQD ENQ OTKKHMF
Z  SD@RONNM  LHKKHKHSDQR
U@MHKK@ NQ ODOODQLHMS
DWSQ@BS NQ NSGDQ EK@UNQHMF
RTBG @R BNBN@ ONVCDQ
Z @ EDV CQNOR ENNC BNKNQHMF
NOSHNM@K
Z MTSR BNBNMTS NQ EQTHS
NOSHNM@K
Z ATSSDQ JMHED
Z V@W O@ODQ
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5

Cool until the taffy is lukewarm,
then grab your friend and both of
you grease your hands with butter or
margarine. Be careful; the taffy may have
cooled on the surface
but it still might be very
hot in the center.Tear off
a small piece of the taffy
and set it aside.Take the rest
of the taffy and pull with your
ﬁngertips away from each
other. When you’re about
2 feet (30 centimeters) apart,
fold the taffy back on itself and
pull again. As the taffy becomes
less sticky, twist it as you pull it apart and fold it. Pull for about 10 or 15 minutes, until the
ridges from the twisting begin to hold their shape.

6

Pull or roll the taffy into a long rope about
½ to 1 inch (1-2 ½ centimeters) thick.
Grease your butter knife, and cut the taffy
into whatever size pieces you like. After the taffy
is completely cool, wrap the pieces with wax paper,
twisting the ends. How does your taffy taste?
How does it compare with the small piece you
set aside before you pulled and folded the taffy?
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-ODERN CANDY MAKERS USE
TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE ABOUT
  PIECES OF TAFFY EVERY
MINUTE

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
At ﬁrst glance, this activity doesn’t seem to have anything at all to do
with a gas. But even though it’s not listed, air is a crucial ingredient
for making great taffy. If you don’t believe that, try eating that little
bit of the candy you tore off in step 5 before you pulled the taffy. Every
time you stretched and folded the taffy, you trapped tiny air bubbles
in the candy. This process is called aerating, and it’s used in many
baking recipes when you beat or whip the ingredients. These bubbles
give taffy its ﬂuffy, chewy texture.
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f you hold a chocolate bar in your hand, after a few
minutes you’ll have a gooey (but delicious!) mess in
your hands. What happened and why? All matter can
exist in three different states: solid, liquid, and gas.
When a substance changes from one of these states
to another, it is called a change of state or phase change.

! #G@MFD NE

State

The most important thing to know about phase changes is that they aren’t a chemical reaction. When a chocolate bar melts, the bonds within molecules are not breaking
apart and rearranging the atoms into new molecules, as would happen in a chemical
reaction. The change from solid to liquid happens when enough heat is absorbed—in
this case, heat from your hand—that the strong bonds between the molecules break
apart and the molecules can then slide over each other. The molecules themselves don’t
change, and no new substances are formed. If you take that melted chocolate bar and
place it in the refrigerator, it will become a solid (though misshapen) candy bar again.
To understand why substances change their state, ﬁrst we
have to take a look at heat.

(D@S @MC 4DLODQ@STQD
Heat and temperature aren’t the same thing.
The particles in all substances are in constant motion.
In solids, the particles vibrate; in liquids, they slide over
one another; and in gases, the particles bounce around at
high speed. Temperature is a measure of the average speed
at which the particles are moving. At higher temperatures,
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the particles are vibrating or moving faster
on average. Temperature is measured with a
(EAT ALWAYS FLOWS FROM HOT
thermometer. Heat, though, is the total energy
OBJECTS TO COLD OBJECTS 4HIS IS
of all of the particles in a substance. Believe
KNOWN AS THE SECOND LAW OF
THERMODYNAMICS 4HERE ARE it or not, a glacier has more heat in it than a
OTHER WAYS OF STATING THIS LAW bowl of hot soup simply because it’s so much
bigger and has so many more particles. It has a
SO DON¡T GET CONFUSED IF YOU
lower temperature, though, because on average
HEAR ANOTHER VERSION
the molecules are moving much more slowly.
This difference is important in phase changes. When a solid turns into a liquid or
a liquid turns into a gas, heat is absorbed to make the change. The heat, or energy,
goes into breaking the bonds, but the molecules don’t move any faster at ﬁrst, so the
temperature doesn’t rise during the phase change.This heat is called latent heat, which
is hidden heat.
Let’s look at what happens if you add heat to water in its solid form, ice.All molecules
are constantly moving; in solids, like ice, the molecules vibrate. If you add heat to ice,
its temperature will rise, which means the molecules vibrate faster and faster. When the
molecules are vibrating fast enough (at 32 degrees Fahrenheit/0 degrees Celsius), there’s
too much energy, and the bonds between
the molecules break. The ice changes to
water. Energy is needed to break the bonds,
so the temperature doesn’t rise while the
ice is changing into water. All of the heat
goes into breaking the bonds.
When all of the ice has changed to
water, the temperature begins to rise
again. This means the water molecules,
forming clusters that move past each
other, move faster and faster. When the
molecules are moving fast enough (at
212 degrees Fahrenheit/100 degrees Celsius),
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SWAMP COOLERS
In very dry climates, people have used latent heat to help cool buildings. Windcatchers,
which are devices that draw hot air across water to cool the air down, have been used
for centuries in Persia, now called Iran, and, in fact, are still used there. Evaporative
coolers, sometimes called swamp coolers, are used today in hot, dry areas like the
desert Southwest of the United States. They pull hot, dry air across ﬁlters soaked with
water. As the dry air passes through the ﬁlters, the water evaporates into the dry air.
Because of latent heat, evaporation draws heat out of the air,
cooling it down. Swamp coolers don’t work in humid climates
because very little of the water evaporates.
The next time you’re sweltering hot, try hanging a damp sheet
in front of a fan (make sure there’s enough space between
the two so the sheet doesn’t catch on the fan blades) or wrap
yourself in the sheet. If anyone asks what you’re doing, say
that you’re harnessing the latent heat of evaporation.

the molecule clusters break apart. The water changes to steam, or
water vapor. While this change happens, the temperature doesn’t rise
because all of the heat goes into breaking the bonds. Once all of the water has changed
into steam, the temperature begins to rise again as the gaseous molecules move faster and
faster.
On a hot day, your body uses this latent heat to cool you down.Your body sweats, and
as the sweat evaporates, it absorbs heat from your body. In the reverse, when a gas turns into
a liquid or a liquid into a solid, latent heat is released.

-DKSHMF 0NHMSR @MC "NHKHMF 0NHMSR
Every substance has a melting point, the temperature at which the solid changes to a
liquid. This is the same as the freezing point; melting and freezing are really the same
process, just in opposite directions. Every substance also has a boiling point, the temperature
at which the liquid changes to a gas (the opposite is called the condensation point). Solid
water (ice) melts to liquid water at about 32 degrees Fahrenheit (0 degrees Celsius), gold melts
at 1,947 degrees Fahrenheit (1,064 degrees Celsius), and tungsten (the element with the
highest melting point) melts at about 6,192 degrees Fahrenheit (3,422 degrees Celsius).
Why do substances melt/freeze and boil/condense at different temperatures?
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4UNGSTEN IS USED IN NEARLY ALL
INCANDESCENT LIGHT BULBS THE KIND
USED IN MOST LAMPS BECAUSE OF ITS
EXTREMELY HIGH MELTING POINT
! METAL MUST BE HEATED TO VERY HIGH
TEMPERATURES BEFORE IT WILL EMIT
LIGHT AND MOST METALS MELT BEFORE
THEY REACH THAT POINT
All matter is made up of particles
that are attracted to each other, a bit like
magnets. But all these particles are also
in constant motion, which pulls the
particles apart from each other. You can think of it as two forces that pull in different
directions;the attraction pulls the particles together,and the energy from motion pulls them
apart. In a solid, the particles are tightly bound because there isn’t enough energy from
motion to overcome the strong bond of attraction. In a liquid, the particles are in
clusters that come together and then move apart because the attraction and energy
from motion are about equal in strength. In a gas, the particles bounce around quickly
without being bound to each other because the energy from the motion is much greater
than the force of attraction pulling them together.

SUBLIMATION
Sometimes a solid turns directly into a gas, without going
through the liquid state. This is called sublimation, and
you can see its effects as close as your nearest freezer.
Leave a full ice cube tray in your freezer for a very long time
and you’ll notice the ice cubes will shrink and eventually
disappear. This is because the ice is sublimating, or
going directly to a gas. You may have seen sublimation
on Halloween. Dry ice, which is frozen carbon dioxide,
sublimates to a gas, forming a spooky-looking fog.
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Substances have different melting and boiling
points because they differ in how strongly their
particles are attracted to each other. Tungsten, for
example, has a very high melting point because
the force of attraction between its atoms is very,
very strong. It takes a lot of energy from motion,
or a high temperature, to overcome the attractive force and break the bonds so that it melts.
Ice, on the other hand, melts to water at a much
lower melting point, because the force of attraction
between its molecules is not as strong. It takes less
energy from motion, or a lower temperature, to
overcome the attractive force between the water molecules.

! &NTQSG 3S@SD NE -@SSDQ
There are some other states of matter, although we don’t normally encounter them.
The best known is plasma. In the plasma state, the electrons have been stripped from the
atoms, leaving free electrons and bare nuclei (see chapter 1 for an explanation of atoms
and electrons). A plasma can be formed either by heating a gas to a very high temperature or by passing an electric current through a gas. The sun forms plasma naturally.

7ORDS TO +NOW
OG@RD BG@MFD the change from one state
of matter—solid, liquid, or gas—to another.
GD@S the total energy from the motion of all
of the particles in a substance.
SDLODQ@STQD a measure of the average
speed of molecules in a substance.
K@SDMS GD@S the heat that is released or
absorbed when a substance changes its state.
V@SDQ U@ONQ the gas state of water.
LDKSHMF ONHMS the temperature at which
a solid melts, or turns to a liquid. Different
substances have different melting points. (The
opposite of a melting point is the freezing point.)
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ANHKHMF ONHMS the temperature at which a
liquid boils, or turns to a gas. Different substances
have different boiling points. (The opposite of a
boiling point is the condensation point.)
RTAKHL@SHNM the change of a solid directly to
a gas without passing through the liquid phase.
OK@RL@ a state of matter under high heat
or pressure where the electrons have been
stripped away from the nucleus.
RTODQBNNKHMF when a liquid cools below
its melting/freezing point without turning to
a solid.
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PROVING THE IMPOSSIBLE
If you put two containers in a freezer, one ﬁlled with hot water and one ﬁlled with cold
water, which freezes ﬁrst? The cold one, of course, because water has to be very cold to
freeze. In 1963, almost any chemistry or physics teacher would have thought it impossible
for the hot container to freeze ﬁrst.
In 1963, Erasto Mpemba was a schoolboy in Tanzania, Africa. He and his friends loved
to make ice cream at their school. They would boil milk, add sugar, let the mixture cool, and
then put it in a freezer. The freezer never had enough room for all of the ice cream, so the
boys worked quickly to get space in the freezer. One day, Erasto saw the freezer was ﬁlling
up fast, so he put his ice cream in without cooling it ﬁrst. When he came back later, his ice
cream was ready, but that of another boy, who had put in a cooler ice cream mixture at the
same time, was still a thick liquid. Erasto asked his science teacher how this could be, who
replied, “You were confused, that cannot happen.”
A few years later, Erasto was studying heat in his high school physics class. Erasto
asked the teacher how his hot ice cream mixture could have frozen before the cooler
mixture. The teacher stated that Erasto was confused. Erasto insisted that he was not
confused, and the teacher said, “Well, all I can say is that that is Mpemba’s physics and
not the universal physics.” From then on, whenever Erasto made a mistake, his classmates
would say, “That is Mpemba’s physics.” But Erasto began to experiment with freezing hot
and cold water.
Later, a university professor, Dr. Denis Osborne, visited the school, and Erasto told him
of his experiments and again asked his question of how hot water can freeze faster than
cold water. The professor thought Erasto was mistaken, but he wanted to encourage the
students to question things. So he told Erasto, “The facts, as they are given, surprise me
because they appear to contradict the physics I know.” Erasto continued his experiments,
demonstrating to his fellow students and teachers that hot water could indeed freeze
faster than cold. Denis also tried the experiment many times and got similar results.
Erasto Mpemba and Denis Osborne published a paper about the unusual effect
and proposed some reasons about how it could happen. Although scientists in earlier
times had described this effect, modern science had forgotten it until Erasto and Denis
rediscovered it. Even today, there is no single explanation that is accepted by all scientists.
One proposed reason is that as hot water cools, it evaporates. Evaporation takes away
heat very quickly and also reduces the amount of water, which means there is less water to
cool. Another reason could be that water can sometimes cool and stay liquid a few degrees
below the temperature that water normally turns to ice (32 degrees Fahrenheit/0 degrees
Celsius) if it is not disturbed. This is called supercooling, and it happens more with water
that starts cold than with water that starts hot.
Erasto Mpemba believed what he actually saw happen instead of what everyone expected
to happen. Today, the unusual effect of very hot water freezing before cooler water is named
for the young student who wouldn’t take “impossible” for an answer: the Mpemba effect.
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Caution: This project involves very hot water, so get an adult to help.

1

Select two or three containers that can hold very hot liquids. Avoid metal
containers if possible; ceramics are a good choice.The containers must be
the same size and shape because container shape can affect how fast the
liquid cools.

2

Clear a space in the freezer that can
ﬁt all of the containers. If possible,
make a big enough space so that the
containers don’t touch each other or the
freezer walls.

SuppLies
Z SVN NQ SGQDD HCDMSHB@K
BNMS@HMDQR
Z EQDDYDQ
Z R@TBDO@M

3

With your adult helper, ﬁll a
saucepan with water and heat to
almost boiling. When the water is
close to boiling, run the tap water until the
water is as hot as you can get it, but ideally
between 140 and 150 degrees Fahrenheit
(60-65 degrees Celsius).

4

Z V@SDQ
Z LD@RTQHMF BTOR
Z SGDQLNLDSDQ
Z NUDM LHSSR NQ ONS GNKCDQR

Measure one cup (or whatever amount will mostly ﬁll
your container) of hot tap water into one container.
Quickly measure exactly the same amount of almost
boiling water into the second container. If you have a third
container, measure the same amount of cold water into it.
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5

Immediately place the containers
into the freezer using pot
holders.Try to avoid having the
containers touch each other or the
freezer walls.

6

Check your containers every
10 minutes or so to see which
container freezes ﬁrst.

The Mpemba effect works under some
conditions but not under others.
You can try the experiment again,
changing one variable at a time to see
what makes a difference. Variables
include the size and shape of the
containers, whether the containers
are heated ﬁrst, and the location of the
containers in the freezer.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Mpemba’s effect, where hot water freezes faster than cooler water under
certain conditions, is not completely understood. It probably involves
some combination of reasons. As explained in the sidebar on Erasto
Mpemba on page 87, one factor might be that as hot water cools, it
evaporates. Evaporation is a change of state and it absorbs heat in the
process. Evaporation reduces the amount of water, which means there
is a smaller amount of water to cool. Another factor could be that water
can sometimes cool and stay liquid a few degrees below the temperature
that water normally turns to ice (32 degrees Fahrenheit/0 degrees Celsius)
if it is not disturbed. This is called supercooling, and it happens more with
water that started cold than with water that started hot.
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Make your own

CN[VYYN 6PR 0_RNZ
1

Pour the milk,
cream, sugar,
and vanilla into
one of the smaller plastic bags
and seal.Try not to leave too much air in
the bag. Place this bag into the other small
bag and seal.

2
3
4

Place one cup of ice into the large
bag. If you have a thermometer, take
the temperature of the ice, then add
½ cup (118 milliliters) salt.
Place the small bag in the large bag
with the ice. Fill the large bag with
the rest of the ice, add the rest of the
salt, and seal.
Cover the bag with a cloth to protect
your hands from the cold. Gently
shake the large bag from side to side
for about 15 minutes or until the ice cream
is solid.

5

SuppLies
Z LD@RTQHMF BTOR @MC RONNMR
Z  PT@QS RHYD KHSDQ YHOODQDC
OK@RSHB A@FR
Z  BTOR  LHKKHKHSDQR VGNKD
LHKJ
Z  BTOR  LHKKHKHSDQR GD@UX
BQD@L @KRN B@KKDC VGHOOHMF
BQD@L
Z  S@AKDRONNMR  LHKKHKHSDQR
RTF@Q
Z  SD@RONNMR  LHKKHKHSDQR
U@MHKK@
Z  F@KKNM RHYD  KHSDQ YHOODQDC
OK@RSHB A@F HE ONRRHAKD TRD @
EQDDYDQ A@F
Z  SN  BTOR HBD
Z SGDQLNLDSDQ NOSHNM@K
Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR QNBJ R@KS
NQ S@AKD R@KS
Z BKNSG
Z ROQHMJKDR EQTHS MTSR BGNBNK@SD
R@TBD VGHOODC BQD@L
NOSHNM@K)

Open the large bag and if you have a
thermometer, take the temperature
of the ice/salt/water mixture. Did the temperature change? Wipe off the top of
the small bag, open carefully, and . . . yum! Add any toppings you like. If the ice cream
is too soft for your liking, you can put it in the freezer for a few minutes to harden.
If you’d like, try this again without the salt. What happens?
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The solid ice cream looks very different from the liquids you added
together, but this change isn’t because of a chemical reaction. The
liquid underwent a change of state, that is, it simply changed from a
liquid to a solid. When you started, the molecules in the liquid moved
with energy and formed weak bonds with other molecules that easily
broke as the liquid moved. When you put the bag in the ice, though, the
liquid transferred heat to the ice, because heat always ﬂows from hotter
substances to cooler
substances. The molecules
in the ice cream liquid
7HAT¡S THE MOST POPULAR FLAVOR OF ICE
moved more and more
CREAM "LACK RASPBERRY 0EPPERMINT
slowly. When they lost
4HEY AREN¡T EVEN IN THE RUNNING 6ANILLA
enough energy and were
IS THE MOST POPULAR ICE CREAM BY A LONG
moving slowly enough,
SHOTABOUT  PERCENT OF ALL ICE CREAM
they formed strong bonds EATEN IS VANILLA FOLLOWED BY YOU GUESSED IT
in a crystal structure and
CHOCOLATE AT ABOUT  PERCENT
became solid.
!ND OF COURSE WARM STATES LIKE THOSE IN
What about the salt?
THE 3OUTH MUST EAT THE MOST ICE CREAM
Salt lowers the melting
RIGHT 7RONG AGAIN 4HE TOP THREE CITIES
point of water below
FOR THE QUANTITY OF ICE CREAM EATEN ARE
32 degrees Fahrenheit
0ORTLAND /REGON 3T ,OUIS -ISSOURI AND
(0 degrees Celsius), which 3EATTLE 7ASHINGTON 7HO KNEW 3O DOES
means that water freezes
THAT MEAN THE TOP MONTH FOR EATING ICE
and ice melts at a lower
CREAM IS *ANUARY .OPE IT¡S *ULY WHICH ALSO
temperature. This is why
HAPPENS TO BE .ATIONAL )CE #REAM -ONTH
some of the ice melts
when you add the salt. More salt lowers the melting point even more.
Salt dissolves in water, separating into sodium and chloride ions. These
ions get in the way of the water molecules forming a crystal structure.
The whole slushy ice/water/salt mixture is colder than the normal
freezing point of water, which allows the ice cream mixture to transfer
enough heat to the salty slush so that it freezes, or becomes solid.
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Crush a Can

dVaU ;\ 5N[Q`
Caution: This project involves boiling water,
and the can and liquid are VERY hot, so get an
adult to help, especially when turning the can
over into the ice.

1

Fill the bowl with ice water and place it next
to the stove. Pour enough tap water into the
empty soda can to cover the bottom.

2

Cover the bottom of the saucepan with
about 2 inches (5 centimeters) of tap water.
Put on the oven mitts, and heat the water in
the saucepan until boiling. With your adult helper,
use the tongs to hold the can in the boiling water.

3

When steam comes out of the can opening,
wait one minute, then use the tongs to
carefully and quickly ﬂip the can upside
down and place immediately in the bowl of ice
water. Be careful not to let the boiling water inside
the can splash on you. Watch what happens.

SuppLies
Z ANVK
Z HBD
Z V@SDQ
Z DLOSX RNC@ B@M
Z R@TBDO@M
Z NUDM LHSSR NQ ONS GNKCDQR
Z SNMFR

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
When the water in the can is heated, it boils and turns into gaseous water,
called water vapor. The water vapor pushes out some of the air in the can.
When you turn the can upside down into the ice, the water vapor quickly
cools down from losing heat to the icy water and surrounding air, and it
turns back into liquid water. Liquid water takes up much less space than
water vapor, but no air can get in to ﬁll the space, so there is a partial
vacuum inside the can. The outside air pressure stays the same. The
difference between the outside and inside pressure is greater than the
strength of the can, and it is crushed.
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olymers. You may never have heard of them,
but you’ve seen them. They’re all around you.
Touch your head; you’re touching a polymer—
your hair! Polymers are in plastic milk cartons,
bicycle helmets, tires, playground balls, cotton,
wood, tennis shoes, and your toothbrush.

Poly

−7G@SR−)SR

If it weren’t for polymers, you wouldn’t be you. Who you are is determined in part
by deoxyribonucleic acid, better known as DNA. These are the big molecules in your
body that contain coding for all sorts of things, from what color hair you have to
whether you are left-handed or right-handed. DNA,
along with all proteins, is a polymer.

$ID 9OU +NOW

Polymers are molecules that are long chains
0OLY COMES FROM A
made up of many smaller molecules called
'REEK WORD THAT MEANS
MANY -ONO MEANS ONE monomers. How many? Usually, tens
of thousands of monomers. If you think
of a monomer as a paper clip, then a polymer would be a very long
chain of paper clips.
Some polymers are natural, like your hair. Many others,
like the plastic milk carton, are synthetic, or manufactured.
This kind of plastic is usually made from petroleum, or
oil (but polymers are beginning to be made from
renewable resources like starch).
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+EVLAR IS A POLYMER )T¡S A SPECIAL KIND OF FIBER THAT IS FIVE TIMES
STRONGER THAN STEEL AND IT IS USED TO MAKE BODY ARMOR AND SPORTS
EQUIPMENT +EVLAR WAS FIRST CREATED IN  BY 3TEPHANIE +WOLEK
7HEN 3TEPHANIE WAS A YOUNG GIRL SHE THOUGHT SHE MIGHT WANT TO
BE A FASHION DESIGNER 3HE ALSO LOVED SCIENCE THOUGH AND PURSUED
AN INTEREST IN CHEMISTRY 3HE WORKED AT A COMPANY CALLED $U0ONT
RESEARCHING HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBERS )N A WAY SHE STILL ENDED UP
DESIGNING CLOTHING BECAUSE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT USES OF +EVLAR
IS BULLETPROOF VESTS 3TEPHANIE¡S INVENTION HAS SAVED THE LIVES OF
MORE THAN   POLICE OFFICERS AND OPENED UP A WHOLE NEW FIELD OF
POLYMER CHEMISTRY "ULLETPROOF VESTS ARE EVEN WORN BY POLICE DOGS
!BOUT HER WORK AS A CHEMIST 3TEPHANIE HAS SAID 9OU HAVE TO BE
PREPARED IN CHEMISTRY 9OU HAVE TO HAVE A CERTAIN BACKGROUND 9OU
HAVE TO BE INQUISITIVE ABOUT THINGS 9OU HAVE TO HAVE AN OPEN MIND
How a polymer looks, feels, and behaves has to do
with which monomers it’s made out of and how those
monomers are put together.
A polymer can be hard or soft, rigid or
ﬂexible. To make plastic objects, chemists and
engineers ﬁrst make the type of polymer they
need based on the properties they’re looking
for. For example, a bicycle helmet needs a
much tougher polymer than a grocery bag.
Usually, the polymer is ﬁrst made into very
small pieces, in factories. These pieces are
then melted and molded into tubes, sheets, or
any other shape desired.
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.OT EVERYTHING CAN FORM POLYMERS 7ATER FOR EXAMPLE CAN¡T
LINK TO ITSELF IN LONG CHAINS 4HE REASON MONOMERS CAN LINK TO
OTHER MONOMERS IS BECAUSE OF CARBON #ARBON HAS MANY SPECIAL
CHARACTERISTICS LIKE THE ABILITY TO FORM MORE THAN ONE BOND PER
ATOM !S A RESULT CARBON CAN FORM LONG CHAINS OF POLYMERS WHICH
IS ALSO WHY CARBON IS THE BASIS OF ALL LIFE &OR LIFE TO EXIST LARGE
COMPLEX MOLECULES ARE NEEDED TO STORE ENERGY PASS ON GENETIC
INFORMATION AND FORM TISSUE
4GD !CCHMF '@LD
Many polymers are made simply by one monomer
adding onto the end of another over and over again
in a reaction called a polymerization. The longer
the chain, the stronger the polymer. These polymers
are simple, very long chains.The chain isn’t necessarily
straight, though; it can twist and turn, like a very long
string of cooked spaghetti.
Other polymers, called branched polymers,
are a long chain with monomers that stick out to
the sides.
Still other polymers are chains that have links
between them that tie the polymer chains together.
This makes the polymer even stronger because it
keeps the chains from sliding over each other These
special polymers, called cross-links, are like chemical
bridges between chains.

$ID 9OU +NOW
7HAT DO THESE THINGS
HAVE IN COMMON
&RISBEES
&INGERNAILS
,ATEX PAINT
.YLON CLOTHING
"ALLOONS
3ILK WOOL AND COTTON
"ASKETBALLS
#ELLULOSE IN PLANTS
4ENNIS RACQUET STRINGS
0LASTIC GROCERY BAGS
4OYS
9OU
4HEY ARE ALL MADE OF
POLYMERS
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DETERMINATION

LUCK  SUCCESS

Rubber comes from trees that grow in the tropics. The rubber tree has a type of sap,
called latex, which oozes out of the bark and can be collected without hurting the
tree. Rubber has been used by Indians in North America, Central America, and South
America for hundreds of years to make balls and waterproof clothes. When Europeans
came to the Americas, they used rubber for the same things. They also used rubber to
“rub out” pencil marks, which is where the name comes from.
By the early 1800s, several new companies in Boston, Massachusetts, started
making rubber products, such as waterproof raincoats and boots. But the rubber had a
problem. A sticky, messy problem. In cold weather, raw rubber becomes stiff; wearing
rubber raincoats in a New England winter was like wearing a wooden coat. And in
the summer, rubber was even worse. It turned soft and sticky, like glue, and it stank!
Not surprisingly, people returned the rubber goods they had bought, and the rubber
companies started going out of business in the 1830s. One Boston company even dug
a huge pit to bury all of the returned, melting, rubber shoes and coats.
Enter Charles Goodyear. Charles had no background in science, wasn’t well
known, and he had a lot of debt from a failed hardware store. What Charles did have,
though, was a powerful desire to invent things. Charles became fascinated with
rubber and how to make it more stable and resistant to changes in temperature.
In other words, he wanted to make it useful. He poked and prodded and experimented,
adding drying agents, such as magnesium and lime. With another man, Nathaniel
Hayward, he ﬁgured out how to make rubber more durable
by adding sulfur, but it still melted in the heat.
Charles was still in debt, and he was sent
to debtors’ prison several times for not paying
his bills. That didn’t stop his work, though;
he asked his wife to bring him raw rubber
and a rolling pin while he was in prison so
he could continue his rubber experiments.
He had health problems too, probably
from all of the chemicals he used.
His family had to catch frogs and turtles
for food because there was no money,
and sometimes they came up empty
handed. But Charles Goodyear was
a man obsessed.
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Then, one day in 1839, Charles was holding a piece of rubber combined with sulfur
while talking with friends near a hot stove. The rubber fell onto the stove, but instead
of melting, it became hard! Charles was amazed. Maybe a little bit of heat made
rubber melt, but a lot of heat made rubber hard, yet still ﬂexible. Here was the key to
making rubber useable.
How much heat worked best? For how long? What was the best way to combine
the sulfur? In poor health and broke, he kept experimenting until he produced a rubber
that kept its properties in heat and cold. The process of toughening rubber using
high heat and chemicals is called vulcanization, named after the Roman god of ﬁre,
Vulcan.
The vulcanization of rubber is often called one of the great accidental discoveries.
But really, it was because Charles persisted in his work despite setbacks, and
because his mind was prepared to see the importance of the discovery. There are now
over 21 million metric tons of natural and synthetic (manufactured) rubber produced
each year. Over half of all manufactured rubber is used for tires; the rest is used for
hoses, gloves, and other products. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company was named
after Charles Goodyear, although he died 30 years before it was founded.
So what does all of this have to do with polymers? Natural, unheated rubber is a
polymer, so it has long chains of molecules with some cross-links. When rubber is
heated and sulfur is added to it, the sulfur forms many more cross-links between the
chains, making it very strong. Rubber is elastic—it bounces back—because the chains
are coiled into loops that can stretch out as the rubber bends or stretches, then coil
back up when they’re released.

7ORDS TO +NOW
ONKXLDQ a long-chained molecule made up
of smaller molecules, called monomers, linked
together.
LNMNLDQ a small molecule that can link
with other monomers to form a polymer.
+DUK@Q a polymer ﬁber that is stronger than
steel but very light. It is used to make bulletproof vests and other body armor.
ONKXLDQHY@SHNM a chemical reaction in
which two or more molecules combine to form
larger polymer units.

BQNRR KHMJR chemical bridges, or links,
between long polymer chains that make the
polymer stiffer.
UTKB@MHY@SHNM the process of making
rubber tougher using high temperature and
chemicals that form cross-links.
CHK@S@MS KHPTHC a liquid that ﬂows more
slowly when a force is applied.
RTRODMRHNM a mixture made up of
relatively large particles of a solid within a
ﬂuid. The particles settle out if the mixture
is undisturbed. Mud and paint are examples
of a suspension.
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SuppLies
Z MDVRO@ODQ

Some of the best goop in the world comes
straight out of your kitchen. Ask your parents
for a good place to try out these recipes, and
put down plenty of newspaper. When you’re
ﬁnished, put the goop in a trash can. Never
pour it down the drain.

1
2

Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
BNQMRS@QBG
Z ANVK
Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
V@SDQ
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF NOSHNM@K

Put down newspaper on the table, or do the project outside. Put the
cornstarch into the bowl. Slowly add the water, mixing with your ﬁngers
until all of the cornstarch is wet. Add a few drops of food coloring if you like.
Congratulations! You have just made oobleck!
Play with your oobleck. What happens if you squeeze it and then open your
hand?Try slapping the oobleck hard, then slowly sinking your ﬁngers into it.
Make a ball or roll out a snake and see what happens when you stop rolling.
You can adjust your oobleck by adding a little more cornstarch if it feels too wet or
more water if it feels too powdery.
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Cornstarch is a polymer. When combined with water, it’s also a strange
material that doesn’t follow the same rules that many other materials
do. Most materials will ﬂow faster if more force is applied. For example,
if you move your hand through water, when you push harder, the water
moves out of the way faster to let your hand through. But cornstarch
and water, or oobleck as it’s sometimes called, acts differently. When
more force is applied, like slapping the oobleck, it becomes harder
and resists moving. But when only a small force is applied, like slowly
putting your hand in the material, the oobleck acts like a liquid. A liquid
that ﬂows more slowly when a force is applied is called dilatant liquid.
The big question is why this happens. Believe it or not, scientists don’t
completely understand why, but they have some ideas.
Oobleck is not a simple liquid, like water, but rather is a suspension.
The particles of cornstarch don’t dissolve in water the way salt does; there
are still tiny bits of solid cornstarch ﬂoating, or suspended, in the water.
If you let the mixture sit for a while the cornstarch settles to the bottom.
The size of the cornstarch bits is an important part of why the oobleck
suspension is dilatant. The cornstarch particles are all about the same
size, a little smaller than the width of a human hair. When hit with a
strong force, scientists think that the particles jam together into a
cluster, like a log jam, and can’t slip past each other. The tiny clusters
prevent anything from getting through. But when something moves
slowly through oobleck, the particles have time to get out of the way and
don’t clump.
Researchers are using dilatant liquids to make better bulletproof vests.
They’re mixing the ﬂuids with materials like Kevlar. The advantage of
dilatant ﬂuids is that when a soldier or police ofﬁcer is moving normally,
the ﬂuids move easily, making the armor comfortable to wear. Plain
Kevlar is stiff but dilatant ﬂuids are ﬂexible. When a bullet hits with
a strong force, though, the liquid acts like a rigid solid and stops the
bullet. Materials like this are also being developed to use in skateboard
equipment, ski suits, and motorcycle gloves.
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This involves using a lot more cornstarch and is best done outside, so ask an
adult ﬁrst if it’s okay to try. Invite some friends over and amaze them with your
ability to walk on water!

1

Figure out how much cornstarch you’ll need. If you’re using a large plastic
tub, you’ll probably need about 6 to 10 boxes. A kiddie swimming pool
will require 20 to 30 boxes, depending on how deep you want the oobleck.
Prepare the mixture following the oobleck directions above, using about half as
much water as cornstarch.

2
3

You can mix it up directly in the plastic tub or pool. If you’re working inside,
spread out LOTS of newspaper under the container.Try to make the mixture
at least 2 inches (5 centimeters) deep.Take off your shoes and socks and
jump as hard as you can. Can you run across it? Anyone for hopscotch?
When you’re done, don’t dump
the oobleck down the drain.
Let it dry out. You can either
save if for another time (just add
water and you’re ready to go) or
place it in the trash.

SuppLies
Z KNSR NE MDVRO@ODQ HE
XNT`QD VNQJHMF HMRHCD
Z BNQMRS@QBG @MXVGDQD
EQNL  SN  ANWDR
CDODMCHMF NM SGD RHYD
NE STA
Z K@QFD OK@RSHB STA NQ JHCCHD
OK@RSHB RVHLLHMF ONNK
Z V@SDQ
Z LD@RTQHMF BTO
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF NOSHNM@K
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In a paper cup, mix the glue,
4 tablespoons (60 milliliters) water,
and a few drops of food coloring.
Add 1 tablespoon (15 milliliters) borax and
the cornstarch and mix well.

2

In another cup, mix two-thirds cup
(158 milliliters) water and 2 teaspoons
(10 milliliters) borax until the borax
dissolves. Pour 2 tablespoons (30 milliliters)
of the borax and water solution into the glue
mixture and stir until it’s stiff.

3

SuppLies
Z  O@ODQ BTOR

Z LD@RTQHMF RONNMR
Z  S@AKDRONNMR  LHKKHKHSDQR
VGHSD VNNC FKTD RTBG @R
%KLDQ`R
Z V@QL V@SDQ
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF NOSHNM@K
Z  S@AKDRONNM @MC
 SD@RONNMR  LHKKHKHSDQR
SNS@K ANQ@W ONVCDQ EQNL
SGD K@TMCQX RDBSHNM NE SGD
FQNBDQX RSNQD

Let the mixture set for a minute, then
take it out of the cup and rinse with
Z  S@AKDRONNM  LHKKHKHSDQR
water. Blot the extra water with a paper
BNQMRS@QBG
towel and knead the mixture until it’s smooth.
Z RONNM
If you want it to be stiffer, add more of the
borax and water solution. What does your
silly goop do?Try bouncing it, breaking it, stretching it. Does it keep its shape?
Is it hard or soft or both?

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Silly goop is a polymer. The glue contains a polymer,
polyvinyl acetate (PVA), which is made from monomers
of vinyl acetate. So the glue is a polymer to start with, but
when the borax is added, the chains cross-link to make
even bigger—and stiffer—polymer chains. Cross-links
are like chemical bridges between chains, linking them
together. Cross-links make a polymer stiffer because
the chains can’t slide past each other and separate since
they’re hooked together. Knowing how and why the borax
works will help you to vary the ingredients to get goop
with different qualities.
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Caution: This activity involves using an electric mixer
and an oven, so get an adult to help.
Meringue is that white, ﬂuffy-looking stuff you
see on the tops of some cakes and pies, like
lemon meringue pie—yum! Meringue is not only
delicious, it’s a fascinating polymer. This recipe
for meringue cookies works best if you make the
cookies on a cool, dry day. In hot, humid weather,
the meringue doesn’t dry properly.

1

Preheat the oven to 250 degrees Fahrenheit
(121 degrees Celsius) and put the oven rack
in the middle of the oven. Line a cookie sheet
with wax paper. Hold an egg lightly with
one hand, and with the other hand, crack
the eggshell ﬁrmly with the butter knife.

SuppLies

2

Pull the egg apart without letting the
yolk fall into the bowl. Pour the yolk
back and forth between the eggshell
halves. Let the egg white fall into one small
bowl, but keep the yolk in the shell and be
careful that the yolk doesn’t break. When all
of the white is in the bowl, put the yolk into
the other small bowl. You can save the yolks
for another cooking project or throw them
away. Now pour the white from the small
bowl into the large bowl, so that if you break
a yolk on another egg, you won’t ruin the
whole batch.

Z NUDM
Z BNNJHD RGDDS
Z V@W O@ODQ
Z  DFFR @S QNNL
SDLODQ@STQD
Z ATSSDQ JMHED
Z  RL@KK ANVKR
Z K@QFD LDS@K NQ FK@RR ANVK
Z  SD@RONNM  LHKKHKHSDQ
BQD@L NE S@QS@Q NQ VGHSD
UHMDF@Q
Z DKDBSQHB LHWDQ
Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
RTF@Q
Z  SD@RONNM  LHKKHKHSDQ
U@MHKK@ NOSHNM@K
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3
4
5
6
7

Repeat step 2 for the rest of the eggs. When the egg whites are all in the
large bowl, add the cream of tartar or vinegar. Beat the mixture with an
electric mixer on high until the egg whites get foamy and form soft peaks
that gently ﬂop over when you remove the beaters.
Gradually add the sugar and vanilla extract and keep beating just until
the meringue is shiny, smooth, and stands up in a peak about 2 inches
(5 centimeters) high.

Drop big blobs of the meringue onto the wax paper on the cookie sheet and
bake for 1 hour 30 minutes.The meringues should look dry, stiff, and very light
brown.Turn off the oven and let the meringue cookies cool completely in the
oven before you take them out—at least one hour.
Clean up carefully! You don’t get to lick the bowl in this recipe because raw
eggs can make you sick. For the same reason, make sure you use paper
towels to wipe up any spilled raw egg, then throw them in the trash.

Try the recipe different ways. What happens if you use eggs that are right
out of the refrigerator and still cold? What if you add lots and lots of sugar?
What if you leave out the cream of tartar (or vinegar)? What if you use a
plastic bowl? Remember: make one change at a time so you know which change
made which difference.

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
Egg whites are mostly water—about 88 percent. The rest is almost all
protein, which is a polymer. The protein molecules are tightly wound, a bit
like dry angel hair pasta or a Slinky®. When you whip the egg whites, the
proteins unfold and stretch, forming a network of bubbles. This unwinding
of the protein is called denaturing. The proteins begin to overlap as you
whip the eggs even more, forming a long, stretchy surface. Eventually, the
structure becomes more rigid. This is what makes the egg whites form
stiff peaks. Cream of tartar and vinegar are acids that help the egg whites
unwind. The heat from the oven “sets” the egg whites, which means that it
makes the proteins unite and makes the structure rigid.
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ater is all around us. It’s in the paper used
for this book. It’s in the furniture we sit on.
It’s in the air. And it’s in you. Almost everything you can see and touch has at least a
tiny amount of water in it.
You might think that because water is everywhere, it’s
a very simple substance. Not true! Water has some very
unusual properties. That’s a good thing because those
unusual properties make it possible for us to skate on
frozen ponds, for ﬁsh to survive the winter, for plants
to grow, and even for there to be life at all.

Water, Water
%UDQXVGDQD

We’ve talked a lot about water in earlier chapters, so you may recall that water is
sometimes called H O because it’s made up of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen
²
atom. Look at the diagram to the right; the oxygen atom has a minus sign on it and the
hydrogen atoms have a plus sign. That’s because the oxygen atom
has a stronger pull on the
electrons, which have
a negative charge, and
3IR *AMES $EWAR A 3COTTISH
pulls them closer. So the
CHEMIST AND PHYSICIST MADE
A DISC OF SOAP FILM THAT LASTED area around the oxygen
atom is negative, and the
OVER THREE YEARS
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7HERE´S 7ATER
Your body is mostly water, although the amount decreases as you get older. When
you were a baby, about 74 percent of your body was water. At age 10, about 60 percent
of your body is water. When you’re 70 years old, about 56 percent will be water if you’re
male and about 47 percent if you’re female.
Water covers about 71 percent of the surface of the earth. Most of it is in the
oceans and ice at the North and South Poles, but water is also in clouds, rain, rivers,
lakes, and in underground aquifers.
In outer space, frozen water, or ice, has been found on the moon, on planets—
particularly Mercury, Mars, Neptune, and Pluto—and in comets and clouds between
stars in our galaxy. Recent explorations of Mars indicate that there may be liquid
water underground on Mars. This means there could be microorganisms living there!

areas around the hydrogen atoms are positive.When one end of a molecule has a slight
negative charge and one end a positive charge, the molecule is polar.The polarity also
gives water molecules a shape like a “V.”
Since positive and negative charges are attracted to each other, the oxygen end of
a water molecule is attracted to the hydrogen end of other water molecules. The oxygen end is also attracted to other positively charged particles—like the sodium in salt.
Because of this, water’s polarity allows it to dissolve many substances that humans and
animals need and to transport them to different parts of the body.

3TQE@BD 4DMRHNM
Try putting a drop of water on wax paper or glass and look at it closely. Does it look
like it has a skin? There really isn’t a skin; what you’re seeing is surface tension. The
molecules in water are attracted to each other, like tiny magnets, because the hydrogen
atom in one molecule is attracted to the oxygen atom in another molecule. Every water
molecule feels pulled towards the others, so the water molecules shrink away from the
surface and cling to each other.
Surface tension causes water to take the shape that has the smallest surface area,
which is why a drop of water takes the shape of a sphere. Try the projects at the end
of the chapter to see just how strong surface tension can be or what happens when the
surface tension of water is lowered.
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When water freezes, it expands, or gets bigger. This may not seem like a big deal but it
is. Nearly every other liquid shrinks when it becomes a solid.That’s because a liquid has
more energy than a solid, and the molecules usually need more room to move around.
When water freezes, the oxygen atom bonds with two more hydrogen atoms so that it
is bonded to four altogether, like the picture to the right.This structure actually takes up
slightly more space than the liquid and it means that ice is less dense than water.
So what? Because ice is less dense, it ﬂoats on top of water.When pond water freezes,
the ice ﬂoats on top and the water beneath is insulated
from the colder air. People can skate on the ice on top,
and ﬁsh can live underneath in cold, but not frozen,
%IFFEL 0LASTERER A HIGH
SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHER
water. If ice were heavier than water, it would sink
WHO EXPERIMENTED WITH
to the bottom, and the water above would not be
BUBBLES BLEW A BUBBLE
insulated. The entire pond would freeze.
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THAT LASTED FOR  DAYS

!GNES 0OCKELS +ITCHEN #HEMIST
Agnes Pockels was born in Germany in 1862. At that time, women in that country
could not go to college. Agnes loved science and excelled in school, so when women
were later allowed to attend college, she wanted to go. But her parents became
ill with malaria and she needed to be home to take care of them. Agnes stayed
interested in science, however, reading any textbooks she could ﬁnd and trying out her
own experiments. While washing dishes, she studied the surface tension of water and
noticed that different things affected the surface tension. Using bowls, string, and
buttons, she made the ﬁrst-ever device to measure surface tension.
Because Agnes didn’t have a college degree and was unknown in the world of
science, she couldn’t publish a paper about her ﬁndings, so she sent her information
to Lord Rayleigh, the same scientist who followed up on Benjamin Franklin’s
experiments with oil and water (see page 61). Lord Rayleigh was so impressed
with her work that he sent it to Nature magazine, a famous science journal, which
published the letter. She continued her research on surfaces and solutions for over
40 years, publishing more papers on her own and winning awards. Some of her
methods are still used today. Agnes did all of her work in the laboratory at her home—
her kitchen!
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4RY 4HIS )CE 3PIKES
Fill an ice cube tray with distilled water from the grocery store or rain water.
When you place it in the freezer, it will often form spikes, sometimes as long as an
inch. Why? The surface of the water ﬁrst becomes covered in ice, growing from the
outside edge in, until only a small hole is left in the middle. Ice takes up more space
than water, so as more ice forms underneath, the water that’s
left has nowhere to go and it’s forced up through the hole.
Bit by bit, more water is pushed up through the hole, and
it freezes into a spike. Try using containers of different
sizes and shapes. If you live in an area where it snows
in winter, try this experiment outside at different
temperatures to see what happens.
DIAGRAM OF AN ICE MOLECULE—
LOOKING DOWN ON IT.
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3URFACE TENSION IS PART OF THE REASON THAT INSECTS
COMMONLY KNOWN AS WATER STRIDERS CAN REST ON
A POND OR SKIM ACROSS IT WITHOUT SINKING 4HEIR
LEGS HAVE THOUSANDS OF TINY HAIRS EACH ABOUT
TWO THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH FIVE HUNDREDTHS OF
A MILLILITER LONG 4HE HAIRS HAVE TINY GROOVES THAT
TRAP AIR !LL THOSE TINY HAIRS ARE HELD UP BY THE
SURFACE TENSION OF THE WATER

7ORDS TO +NOW
@PTHEDQ rocks, sands, or gravels, located
underground, that contain water.
LHBQNNQF@MHRL anything living that is so
small you can only see it with a microscope.
ONK@QHSX the quality of a molecule having
one end with a negative charge, and the other
end with a positive charge.

RTQE@BD SDMRHNM the force that holds
together molecules on the surface of a liquid
so that the liquid acts like it has a stretchy skin.
Water has a high surface tension.
RTQE@BS@MS short for “surface active
agent.” A substance that lowers the surface
tension of a liquid, such as soap.
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7G@S`R HM @ "TAAKD

If you turn on the water full blast in the kitchen
sink and look closely, you’ll see bubbles form and
disappear very quickly. That’s because the surface
tension pulls on the bubble and makes it collapse.
If you add dish soap, it lowers the surface tension,
and the bubbles last much longer. But what really
IS a bubble? It’s two layers of soap molecules—
surfactant—surrounding a layer of water
molecules. The ﬁlm of a soap bubble is about the thinnest thing that you can see with
just your own eyes. It’s about 5,000 times thinner than a human hair. Soap ﬁlms always
take up the smallest area possible, which means a bubble is always a sphere.

&REI /TTO AN ARCHITECT
AND ENGINEER USED SOAP
BUBBLES AND FILMS AS
MODELS FOR THE TENT LIKE
BUILDINGS HE DESIGNED
BECAUSE SOAP FILMS
ALWAYS USE THE LEAST AREA

"ABY ,UNGS
Our lungs use small air sacs, like balloons, to breathe. These air sacs are coated
with water and a natural surfactant. Water has a high surface tension, so these tiny
air sacs would collapse when we breathe out if they didn’t have surfactant—just like
water bubbles collapse without dish soap. And every new breath would take a lot of
force, like blowing up a new balloon.
Premature babies do not have enough of this
surfactant, and their lungs can’t expand on their
own. Understanding surface tension has allowed
doctors to manufacture surfactants to help
these babies breathe until they can make
their own.
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Make Your Own

1
2
3
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Spread out the newspaper and place the pan on top of it. Spread extra
newspaper as a drying area. Pour a thin layer of milk in the pan, enough to
cover the entire bottom of the pan.

Add a few drops of food coloring in the center of the pan. Add a few drops
of a second color next to the ﬁrst color. Add a drop or two of the dish soap in
between the two colors.The colors will zoom to the outside of the pan.

Very gently and slowly drag the stick or
fork through the colors. See if you can
get thin tendrils of color to swirl around.
Look closely at the drop of soap; do you see
color ﬂowing away from it?

4

Place a sheet of paper ﬂat onto the
surface design and quickly take it off
again. Lay the paper, color side up,
on the newspaper to dry. Swirl the colors
around some more until they become gray,
then dump the milk and food color mixture
into the sink.Try it again with different colors.
What happens if you try it with water or cream
instead of milk?

SuppLies
Z MDVRO@ODQ
Z K@QFD RG@KKNV O@M NQ
RGNQS RHCDC BNNJHD RGDDS
Z VGNKD LHKJ
Z ENNC BNKNQHMF
Z KHPTHC CHRGV@RGHMF RN@O
Z ENQJ NQ SGHM RSHQQHMF RSHBJ
Z O@ODQ V@SDQBNKNQ O@ODQ
VNQJR ADRS

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
The food coloring is mostly water, with some pigment mixed in. Water
is less dense than milk, so the food coloring ﬂoats. The dishwashing
soap reduces the surface tension of the water and the milk. The soap
molecules push their way between the water molecules at the surface,
making the food coloring zoom away from the soap.
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1
2
3
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Hold the paper clip or needle vertically
and drop it into the water. It should sink
because metal paper clips are denser
than water.
Take the paper clip out. Hold it ﬂat and
slowly lower it onto the water.The paper
clip should stay on top of the water now.
If it sinks, try lowering it gently with a fork.

SuppLies
Z RL@KK ANVK NE V@SDQ
Z LDS@K O@ODQ BKHO NQ
MDDCKD
Z ENQJ
Z KHPTHC CHRG V@RGHMF RN@O

Look closely at the water around the
paper clip. Do you see the water bend as it touches the paper clip?
You probably never thought that water could bend! Add a drop of dish soap
to the surface of the water near the paper clip. Now what happens?

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
The paper clip is not actually ﬂoating. If it could ﬂoat, it would do so no
matter how you put it in the water. But when you slowly lower the paper
clip, it lightly rests on the “skin” of the water, held up by the force of the
surface tension. The surface tension has enough force to counteract
the force of gravity that pulls on the paper clip. Which force—surface
tension or gravity—would win out if you put a marble on top of the water?
Try different objects. Do they sink or ﬂoat or are they held up by surface
tension? Why does the soap make the paper clip sink? Because the soap
molecules reduce the surface tension of the water by squeezing their way
in between the water molecules.
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Try making your own bubble solution, then try some of the following different
ways of making bubbles. If you’re working indoors, put down newspaper ﬁrst.
Bubble stuff is slippery!

1
2

Pour the water into the container.
Gently but thoroughly mix the
dishwashing soap into the water.

Skim off any foam from the top.
Add the corn syrup or glycerin.
After letting the bubble solution
sit for a day, make some bubbles. Hold
your hands in a hoop shape. Dip your
hands in the bubble solution and pull
them out. Gently blow, and when you
have a bubble you like, close your hands.

SuppLies
Z RG@KKNV BNMS@HMDQ KHJD
@ OHD O@M NQ A@JHMF CHRG

Tips for Longer-Lasting Bubbles
• Add glycerin or corn syrup (corn
syrup costs less).
• Use distilled water or rain water,
especially if you have “hard” water.
• Let the bubble solution sit for one
or more days.
• Keep dust out of the solution.
Cover it when you’re not using it.
• Make bubbles when it’s humid and
there’s no wind.
• Try blowing a bubble and putting
it in a closed container to see how
long it will last. Make sure to rub
bubble solution onto every surface
in the container ﬁrst.
• Try different concoctions to see
what works best!

Z  F@KKNM  KHSDQR
NE V@SDQ
Z   LHKKHKHSDQR
BTO KHPTHC CHRGV@RGHMF
RN@O KHJD $@VM NQ *NX
Z  BTO  LHKKHKHSDQR
FKXBDQHM NQ BNQM RXQTO
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1

Place the bubble solution on the plastic sheets or
newspaper. Cut the string about six times as long
as one straw. Pull the string through each of the
straws so that you have a rectangle, with the straws on
opposite sides and plenty of string between the straws.
Knot the string to form a loop.

2
3

Hold one straw in each hand, and dip the
rectangle into the bubble solution. Lift up and
slowly pull the straws apart. You should have
a soap ﬁlm.
Hold the frame in front of you,
just below your waist. Pull the
frame up and slightly towards
you. If you need to, walk slowly
backwards as you pull.To release the
bubble, pull the frame up as you bring
the straws together. You can also
try twisting the straws in opposite
directions. Practice over and over!

SuppLies
Z OK@RSHB RGDDSR NQ
MDVRO@ODQ SN OTS TMCDQ
SGD O@M HE XNT`QD CNHMF
SGHR HMCNNQR
Z RBHRRNQR
Z BNSSNM RSQHMF
Z  CQHMJHMF RSQ@VR
Z ATAAKD RNKTSHNM HM @ K@QFD
RG@KKNV O@M

IT´S COLD OUT THERE
If you live where it gets cold in the winter, try this: When it’s very, very cold
(about 10 degrees Fahrenheit/-12 degrees Celsius or colder), make up some
bubble solution and blow bubbles. The thin layer of water between the soap
layers freezes before the bubble bursts. Try making bubbles by sweeping your
wand through the air, and also by blowing bubbles. Which freezes ﬁrst? Your
breath is warm, so it takes longer to freeze. It also makes the bubble crumple
because when the warm air hits the cold, it contracts, or gets smaller, as it
cools. This makes the skin of the bubble crumple.
The inside is ﬁlled with gas—plain air for the ones you wave through the air,
mostly carbon dioxide for the ones you blow.
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1

Pour the bubble solution into the cookie sheet and
dip the straw into the solution. Hold the straw just
above the bubble solution and blow gently. When
you have a bubble almost as big as a tennis ball, pull
the straw out. Poke the bubble with a dry pencil. What
happens? Blow another bubble, get the pencil wet, and
poke it.

2

Carefully push the wet end of the straw into the bubble
until it touches the bubble mix on the cookie sheet.
Slowly blow a bubble inside the ﬁrst bubble. Can you
blow more than one bubble inside the ﬁrst one?

3

Try blowing very gently or very quickly into the bubble solution,
exploring different kinds of bubbles. Use different shapes
to blow bubbles. You can form the pipe cleaners into stars,
letters, boxes, or any other shape as long as the shape is closed.

4

You have already used a straw,
which is a narrow tube shape.
Try using a bigger tube shape
to make a bigger bubble. You can
use a toilet paper roll (until it gets
soggy!) or a tin can open at both
ends as a tube. Just make sure there
aren’t any sharp edges on the tin
can. Dip one end of your tube into
the bubble solution to get a ﬁlm,
then blow gently from the other end.
When you get a bubble, gently twist
the tube to release the bubble.
You can also try making an even
longer tube from two or more cans
taped together.

SuppLies
• ATAAKD RNKTSHNM

Z RGNQS RHCDC BNNJHD RGDDS
Z CQHMJHMF RSQ@V
Z ODMBHK
Z OHOD BKD@MDQR SHM B@MR
B@QCAN@QC SNHKDS O@ODQ
QNKK GNKKNV STAD RG@ODC
NAIDBSR NOSHNM@K
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It’s best to do this outdoors in the grass, but if there’s any wind or it’s too
cold, you can do it indoors if you have permission. Spread out a thick plastic
sheet, and place the newspapers on top
(the bubble solution is too slippery on plastic).
Place the baby pool on top of the newspapers.

SuppLies

2

If you have some cloth or yarn, wind it
around the Hula Hoop, overlapping the
edges of the cloth. You can use the Hula
Hoop without this, but the materials help hold
more bubble solution, making bigger bubbles.
Set the crate in the baby pool, and place the
Hula Hoop around the crate.

3

Ask one person to step onto the crate,
with hands by his or her side. You and
another person stand on either side,
outside the pool, and wet your hands. Make sure
the Hula Hoop and cloth are completely wet,
and then pull it up over the ﬁrst person’s head.
Try pulling at different speeds to see what works
best. How tall can you make the bubble?

Z  EQHDMCR NQ E@LHKX
LDLADQR
Z QNTMC JHCCHD RVHLLHMF
ONNK RKHFGSKX K@QFDQ
@QNTMC SG@M @ (TK@ (NNO
Z SGHBJ OK@RSHB RGDDS @MC
MDVRO@ODQR HE XNT`QD
CNHMF SGHR HMRHCD
Z (TK@ (NNO
Z BKNSG HM RSQHOR NQ X@QM
NOSHNM@K
Z RSDO RSNNK NQ BQ@SD
Z ATAAKD RNKTSHNM VHSG
BNQM RXQTO NQ FKXBDQHM
DMNTFG SN EHKK SGD ONNK
@ANTS  HMBGDR
 BDMSHLDSDQR CDDO

7G@S`R (@OODMHMF
A soap solution contains soap molecules and water molecules. The
soap molecules have a “head” that has a negative charge and a “tail”
that does not have a charge. The head loves water (because water has
a charge too) and wants to be in it, but the tail hates water and wants
to be out of it. So these soap molecules crowd to the surface, where part
of the molecule can be in water and part out of it. The soap molecules
squeeze their way between the water molecules. Because the water
molecules are farther apart, they don’t pull on each other as strongly,
so the force of the surface tension is reduced.
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acid: a substance that donates a hydrogen ion
(H+) to another substance. Examples include
vinegar, and lemon juice.

chromatography: a method of separating the
components of a mixture by differences in their
attraction to a liquid or gas.

activation energy: the energy that starts a
chemical reaction.
amorphous solid: a solid where the atoms
are in a mostly random, but still tightly bonded,
arrangement.

compound: a substance made up of two or
more elements. The elements are held together by
bonds just as molecules are held together by bonds.
Compounds are not easily separated. Water is a
compound.

aquifer: rocks, sands, or gravels, located
underground, that contain water.

corrosion: the wearing away of metal by a
chemical reaction. Rust is a type of corrosion.

Archimedes’s Principle: when an object is
placed in a ﬂuid, it experiences an upward force
that is equal to the weight of the ﬂuid that is
displaced.

cross-links: chemical bridges, or links, between
long polymer chains that make the polymer stiffer.

atmosphere: the blanket of air surrounding Earth.

density: the amount of matter in a given space,
or mass divided by volume.

atom: the smallest particle of matter that cannot
be broken down by chemical means. An atom is
made up of a nucleus of protons and neutrons,
surrounded by a cloud of electrons.
atomic number: the number of protons in the
nucleus of an atom. The atomic number is used
to distinguish elements in the periodic table of
elements.
base: a substance that accepts a hydrogen ion
(H+) from another substance. Examples include
baking soda, ammonia, and oven cleaner.
boiling point: the temperature at which a liquid
boils, or turns to a gas. Different substances have
different boiling points. This is the same as the
condensation point.
bond: an attractive force that holds together the
atoms, ions, or groups of atoms in a molecule.
carbon: an element found in all living things.
chemical formula: a representation of a
substance or of a chemical reaction using symbols
for its elements.
chemical reaction: the rearrangement of atoms
in a substance to make a new chemical substance.
chemistry: the study of the properties of
substances and how they react with one another.

crystal: a solid where the atoms are arranged in
a highly ordered pattern.

diatomaceous earth: a light material that
comes from diatom (fossilized) remains of algae.
It is nonreactive.
dilatant liquid: a liquid that ﬂows more slowly
when a force is applied.
displace: to remove or take the place of.
electrical charge: a fundamental property of
matter. Protons and the nuclei of atoms have a
positive charge, electrons have a negative charge,
and neutrons have no charge. Normally, each
atom has as many protons as electrons and thus
has no net electrical charge—the atom is neutral.
electron: a stable, negatively charged particle
found in all atoms.
element: a substance whose atoms are all the
same. Examples of elements include gold, oxygen,
and carbon.
elevation: height above sea level.
endothermic reaction: a chemical reaction that
absorbs energy. An example is photosynthesis in
plants, which absorbs energy from the sun.
exothermic reaction: a chemical reaction
that releases energy, usually in the form of heat.
An example is a burning log.
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formic acid: a liquid acid found in and
produced by ants and many plants.
gas: one of the three states of matter where the
particles are not bound to each other and move
very fast in all directions. A gas does not have a
deﬁnite shape or volume.
gas pressure: the force of gas molecules hitting
the surface of a container.
geometric arrangements: crystal systems, or
ways in which crystals are arranged. There are
seven geometric arrangements.
heat: the total energy from the motion of all of
the particles in a substance.
hemoglobin: a substance in red blood cells that
combines with and carries oxygen around the
body, and gives blood its red color.

microorganism: anything living that is so small
you can only see it with a microscope.
mixture: a substance that has two or more
different kinds of materials mixed together but not
bonded together. Air, muddy water, or brass—a
mixture of zinc and copper—are mixtures.
molecule: the simplest structural unit of an
element or compound, a group of atoms bonded
together. Molecules can break apart and form
new ones, which is a chemical reaction.
monomer: a small molecule that can link with
other monomers to form polymers.

hexagon: a plane ﬁgure with six straight sides
and angles.

neon: a gas used in ﬂuorescent lighting that gives an
orange glow when electricity is passed through it.

hydroxyl group: an (OH-) ion, often found in
bases.

neurotoxic: poisonous to nerves or nerve tissues,
like the brain.

ion: an atom that has an unequal number of
protons and electrons. Ions have either a positive
or negative charge.

neutralization: a reaction between an acid and
a base that uses up all of the acid and base. The
products of the reaction are water and a salt and
have a neutral pH of seven.

Kevlar: a polymer ﬁber that is stronger than steel,
but very light. It is used to make bullet-proof vests
and other body armor.
latent heat: the heat that is released or absorbed
when a substance changes its state.
liquid: one of the three states of matter where
the particles cluster together and ﬂow. A liquid
has a deﬁnite volume, but takes the shape of its
container.
mass: the amount of matter or “stuff ” in
something. On Earth, the mass of something is
very close to its weight.
matter: the material substance of the universe
that has mass, occupies space, and can change
(convert) into energy.
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melting point: the temperature at which a solid
melts, or turns to a liquid. Different substances
have different melting points. Also the freezing
point.

neutron: a particle of an atom that is found in
the nucleus of all atoms and has no electrical
charge.
nuclear reaction: a process in which two nuclei
or nuclear particles collide to produce products
different from the initial particles.
nucleus: the central part of an atom, made up of
protons and neutrons.
particle: a very small portion of matter such as
a molecule, atom, or electron.
Pascal’s Principle: when a liquid or gas is
pushed on by a force, it transmits the force to all
parts of the ﬂuid.
pentagon: a plane ﬁgure with ﬁve straight sides
and angles.
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periodic table of elements: a table that
arranges all of the elements according to their
properties.
pH: a measure of how acidic or basic a
substance is. The pH measures how many
hydrogen ions are in a substance, and ranges
from 0 to 14.

solution: a mixture of two or more substances;
often but not always a liquid solution.
state of matter: the form that matter takes.
There are three common states of matter: solid,
liquid, and gas.
sublimation: the change of a solid directly to a
gas, without passing through the liquid phase.

phase change: the change of one state of
matter (solid, liquid, or gas) to another.

substance: physical material from which
something is made.

pitch: a substance that is made from tar.

supercooling: when a liquid cools below its
melting/freezing point without turning to a solid.

plasma: a state of matter under high heat or
pressure where the electrons have been stripped
away.
polarity: the quality of a molecule having one
end with a negative charge and the other end
with a positive charge.
polymer: a long-chained molecule made up
of smaller molecules, called monomers, linked
together.
polymerization: a chemical reaction in which
two or more molecules combine to form larger
polymer units.
products: the new substances formed from a
chemical reaction.
properties: unique characteristics of a substance.
proton: a type of elementary particle that has
a positive electrical charge and is found in the
nucleus of all atoms.
pure substance: a substance in which all of the
molecules are the same, such as pure gold or a
quartz crystal.
quintillion: The cardinal number with 18 zeros
after it.
reactants: the substances that are being changed
in a chemical reaction.
solid: one of the three states of matter where the
particles are bound tightly. A solid has a deﬁnite
shape and volume and does not ﬂow.
solute: the dissolved substance in a solution.

supercritical ﬂuid: gas that is at such a high
temperature (the critical temperature) that it
cannot turn into liquid.
surface tension: the force that holds the
molecules together on the surface of a liquid,
so that the liquid acts like it has a stretchy skin.
Water has a high surface tension.
surfactant: short for “surface active agent.”
A substance that lowers the surface tension of a
liquid, such as soap.
suspension: a mixture made up of relatively
large particles of a solid within a liquid. The
particles settle out if the mixture is undisturbed.
temperature: a measure of the average energy,
or speed, of all of the particles in a substance.
tetrahedron: a shape with four triangular faces.
vacuum: a space that is empty of matter.
variable: something that can vary or change.
viscosity: the resistance to ﬂow of a ﬂuid.
A liquid that is very viscous, such as honey, ﬂows
slowly.
void: a large hole or empty space.
volume: the amount of space occupied by
something.
vulcanization: the process of making rubber
tougher using high temperature and chemicals
that form cross-links.
water vapor: the gas state of water.
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A
absorb, 83, 89
acetic acid, 36–45
acid, 37–47
activation energy, 30, 31
activities
Alka-Seltzer Rocket,
32, 33
Bubble, Bubble, Toil &
Trouble, 63
Bubble Solution & Fun,
111–114
Buckyball, 12, 13
Candy-Glass House, 58
Chroma-Color
Bookmark, 22, 23
Clean Pennies! Cool
Necklace!, 36, 37
Crush a Can with
No Hands, 92
Crystals, 54, 55
Does It Float?, 65
Egg in a Bottle, 75
Foamy Volcano, 42, 43
Get Your Iron, 24
Goopy Goop: Oobleck,
98, 99
Invisible Messages, 47
Jumping on Oobleck,
100
Layer-Cake Liquids, 66,
67
Leaves and Dirt Trick,
20, 21
Marbleized Paper, 109
Mentos Explosion, 76,
77
Meringue Cookies, 102,
103
Model of a Water
Molecule, 14
Naked Eggs, 44, 45
Needle-Like Crystals, 56
Octopus Diver, 68, 69
Rising Water, 78
Rock Candy, 57
Rusty Shapes, 34, 35
Silly Goop, 101

Stretchy Taffy, 80, 81
Swimming Raisins, 79
Try Mpemba’s Effect,
88, 89
Water That Bends, 110
Wave Tank, 64
Vanilla Ice Cream, 90,
91
air, atmosphere, 46, 65,
69, 72–74, 81, 92.
See also gases.
amorphous solid, 49–52
aquifers, 105, 107
Archimedes’s Principle,
60, 62
Arctic, 72
Aristotle, 7
atoms and molecules,
5–30, 33, 35–39, 41,
45, 49–51, 52, 59–61,
69–75, 77, 78, 82–86,
91, 93–106, 114
atomic number, 27, 28
B
baking soda, 38–42, 47
base, 37–47
blood, 67, 69
Bohr, Niels, 43
boil, boiling point, 26,
84–86, 88, 92
bonds, 8, 12, 14, 15, 17,
25–28, 30, 35, 52,
82–85, 91, 95, 106
Boyle’s Law, 71
brass, 37
bubbles, 42, 63, 77–79,
81, 103, 106, 108,
111–114
buckyball, 3, 11–13
bulletproof vests, 94
buoyancy, 62
C
calcium carbonate,
44–46
carbon, 8–13, 78, 95
carbon dioxide, 45, 46,
72, 74, 75, 77–79, 85,
112

change of state, 82–92
chemical reaction, 1, 2,
11, 25–37, 39, 41–43,
45, 47, 77, 82, 91, 97
chocolate, 16, 82
chromatography, 17,
19, 23
compound, 8, 16–19, 74
condensation point. See
boiling point.
cooling, 58, 84, 92
coral reefs, 46
corrosion, 31, 35, 37, 39
cross-links, 97, 101
crystals, crystalline
solids, 48–52, 54–58, 91
Curl, Bob, 3, 11
D
de Hevesy, George, 43
Democritus, 7
denaturing, 103
density, 17, 21, 49,
60–69, 72, 79, 106, 109
Dewar, Sir James, 104
diamonds, 9, 13, 48
diatomaceous earth, 30,
31
dilatant liquids, 97, 99
displace, 61, 62, 65, 69
dissolve, 19, 37, 63, 105
domoic acid, 19
dynamite, 30
E
eggs, 44–46, 75, 102, 103
Plasterer, Eiffel, 106
electrical charge, 5–9,
13, 27, 37, 38, 86, 104,
105, 107, 114
electrons, 5–8, 11, 25–29,
35–38, 49, 86, 104
elements, 7–13, 15–17,
24, 26–29, 34–37, 43,
50, 62, 69, 74, 78, 84,
85, 95
elevation, 72, 74
endothermic reaction,
30, 31

energy, 8, 30, 31, 48, 52,
59, 70, 74, 83, 85, 86, 91
evaporation, 17, 21, 84,
87, 89
exothermic reaction, 30,
31, 35
expand, 70, 106
explosives, 1, 30, 76
F
ﬁsh, 69, 106
ﬂoating, 61–65, 69, 78,
106, 109
ﬂow, 49, 52–53, 59, 64
force, 59, 62, 85, 97, 99
formic acid, 40, 41
Franklin, Benjamin, 2,
61, 106
freezing, freezing point,
1, 21, 26, 87–91, 104,
106–107, 112.
See also melting point.
Fuller, Richard
Buckminster, 11
G
Gandhi, Mahatma, 51
gases, 1, 16, 26–30, 33,
42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 59,
60, 65, 69, 70–86, 92
geometric arrangements,
49, 50
glass, 51, 52
gold, 7, 8, 15, 43, 62, 84
Goodyear, Charles, 96, 97
graphite, 9
gravity, 71, 74, 110
Greek, 7, 62
H
heat, 29–31, 35, 47, 48,
60, 72, 75, 78, 82–89,
91, 92
hemoglobin, 10, 11, 24,
67
hexagons, 10, 11, 13
hydrogen, 7–10, 14, 28,
29, 38–41, 45, 72, 74,
104–106. See also water.
hydroxyl group, 39, 41
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I
ice, 83, 90–92, 105–107
ice cream, 87, 90, 91
ions, 8, 9, 35, 37–41, 45,
46. See also electrical
charge.
iron, 10, 24, 34, 35, 50
K
Kevlar, 94, 99
Kroto, Sir Harry, 3, 11
Kwolek, Stephanie, 94
L
latent heat 83, 84, 86
Leucippus, 7
liquids, 1, 16, 26, 30, 42,
45, 48, 49, 51–53, 58,
59–70, 72, 79, 81–86,
91, 92, 97, 99, 104–114
litmus paper, 39–41
M
magnet, 24, 85
mass, 60, 72.
See also density.
matter, 7, 8, 82
melting, melting point,
17, 48, 49, 84–86, 91
metal, 16, 29, 31, 34, 35,
39, 48, 85
metric system, 2, 3
microorganisms, 105,
107
mixture, 15–24, 26, 62,
97
molecules and atoms,
5–30, 33, 35–39, 41,
45, 49–51, 52, 59–61,
69–75, 77, 78, 82–86,
91, 93–106, 114
monomer, 93, 95, 97
motion, 71, 82, 83, 85,
86, 91
Mount Everest, 72
Mpemba, Erasto,
Mpemba Effect, 3,
87–89
mussels, 18, 19
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N
Nazis, 43
neon, 8, 26
neurotoxic, 17, 19
neutralization, 41, 45
neutrons, 5, 6, 26
Newton, Sir Isaac, 71
nitric acid, 43
nitrogen, 10, 27, 74
nitroglycerin, 30
Nobel Prize, 3, 43
nuclear reaction, 6
nucleus, 5–7, 26–28
O
ocean, 46, 72
oil, 34, 61, 63, 64, 66, 93
oobleck, 98–100
Osborne, Dr. Denis, 87
Otto, Frei, 108
outer space, 3, 5, 7,
72–74, 105
oxygen, 7–10, 14, 19,
26–28, 35, 37, 69, 70,
74, 75, 78, 104, 106.
See also water.
P
paper, 50, 109
particles. See atoms,
molecules, electrons,
protons.
Pascal’s Principle, 59, 60
pentagons, 11–13
periodic table of
elements, 27, 28
pH, 38–40, 46
phase change. See
change of state.
photosynthesis, 31
pitch, 49, 53
plants, 19, 30, 31, 40, 72
plasma, 49, 86
Plasterer, Eiffel, 106
plastics, 50, 93
Pockels, Agnes, 106
polarity, 105, 107.
See also electrical
charge.

polymers, 93–103
polymerization, 95, 97
pressure, 33, 59, 71–75,
77, 78, 86, 92.
See also gases.
products, 25, 28, 45
properties, 16–18, 20, 21,
25, 28, 48, 49, 53, 97
protein, 39, 93, 103
protons, 5–8, 11, 26–28,
39, 41
Q
quartz, 48
R
Rayleigh, Lord, 61, 106
reactants, 25, 28, 29, 31
reaction. See chemical
reaction.
resistance, 33
rubber, 52, 96, 97
rust, 29, 31, 33–35
S
safety, 1, 4
salt, 34–36, 41, 42, 48,
50, 51, 54–56, 60, 63,
68, 90, 91, 99
Salt March, 51
sand, 48
saturation, 55
Schrödinger, Erwin, 6
scientists, 2, 3, 11, 17, 18,
21, 23, 61, 71, 72, 87,
94, 99, 104, 106
Second Law of
Thermodynamics, 83
Seneca, 1
sinking, 61, 62, 65, 69, 79
Smalley, Rick, 3, 11
soap, 104, 107, 110, 111,
114
sodium chloride. See salt.
solid, 1, 16, 26, 30,
48–60, 65, 70, 71,
82–86, 91, 106
solute, 49, 55

solution, 37, 43, 47, 49,
55, 106, 111
speed, 82
spontaneous reaction, 31
state of matter, 49, 70,
82. See also solids,
liquids, gases.
Statue of Liberty, 37
sublimation, 85, 86
sugar, 9, 15, 57, 58
sun, 31, 86
supercooling, 86, 87, 89
supercritical ﬂuid, 72, 74
surface tension, 105–110
surfactants, 107, 108
suspension, 97, 99
T
taligrades, 72
Tanzania, 87
temperature, 17, 29, 35,
68, 71, 72, 74, 82, 83,
86, 87, 91
tetrahedron, 10, 11
tires, 50
V
vacuum, 73–75, 78, 92
vibrate, 48, 71, 82, 83
vinegar. See acetic acid.
viscosity, 49, 53, 59, 64,
67
volume, 60, 62, 69–72,
78
vulcanization, 97
W
Washington, George, 47
water, 9, 14–16, 21–29,
33–35, 39, 41, 42, 45,
49, 60–69, 72, 74, 77,
78, 83, 84, 88–92, 95,
98–100, 104–114
wood, 30, 31, 50, 52
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!GES  AND UP

$ID 9OU +NOW
! SINGLE GRAIN OF SUGAR CONTAINS ABOUT       
MOLECULES
4HE NUMBER OF MOLECULES YOU BREATHE IN IN ONLY ONE BREATH OF AIR
IS MORE THAN THE NUMBER OF GRAINS OF SAND ON THE ENTIRE EARTH
+EVLAR A POLYMER IS A SPECIAL KIND OF FIBER THAT IS FIVE TIMES STRONGER
THAN STEEL AND IT IS USED TO MAKE BODY ARMOR AND SPORTS EQUIPMENT
2UBIDIUM IS SO REACTIVE IT WILL BURST INTO FLAMES WHEN EXPOSED TO WATER
AND EVEN SPONTANEOUSLY CATCH FIRE IN AIR BECAUSE OF THE WATER VAPOR IN AIR

In Amazing Kitchen Chemistry Projects You Can Build Yourself, kids ages 9 and up will experiment with
kitchen materials to discover chemistry. Readers will learn about atoms, molecules, solids, liquids,
gases, polymers, the periodic table, and much more. Along the way, they’ll make goop, cause chemical
reactions, and create delicious treats, and all of it will illustrate important chemistry concepts.
The materials used are easily obtainable and most projects require little help from an adult.
Amazing Kitchen Chemistry Projects is a fun and exciting way for young readers to learn all about
chemistry, becoming scientists right in the kitchen!

½0URZV`a_f Re]R_VZR[a` V[ aUR XVaPUR[ 3_\Z Zf`aR_V\b` \\OYRPX a\ `\QN
_\PXRa` aUV` O\\X V` aUR T_RNaR`a Sb[ 6 PN[Àa dNVa a\ a_f `\ZR \S aUR`R
Re]R_VZR[a` AUR T_N[QPUVYQ_R[, AURf dVYY UNcR a\ dNVa¾

—Roald Hoffmann
1981 Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry

½DUR[ f\b[T ]R\]YR NPabNYYf ]ba
aURV_ UN[Q` \[ `PVR[aVÉP ]_\WRPa`
aURf _RNYVgR U\d ZbPU Sb[
`PVR[PR _RNYYf V`¾

—Peter Agre, M.D.
2003 Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry

½6 dV`U 6 UNQ T_\d[ b] dVaU aUV` O\\X 6 X[\d Va d\bYQ UNcR ]RNXRQ aUR Pb_V\`Vaf \S Zf \d[ [\dT_\d[ O\f`¾
—Stephen S. Bates, PhD, Research Scientist, Toxic Phytoplankton, Fisheries and Oceans Canada

½9RN_[V[T NO\ba aUR d\_YQ \S PURZV`a_f V` Sb[ N[Q RePVaV[T S\_ aUR dU\YR SNZVYf
V[ .ZNgV[T 8VaPUR[ 0URZV`a_f =_\WRPa` F\b 0N[ /bVYQ F\b_`RYS 6S f\b X[\d `\ZR\[R
V[aR_R`aRQ V[ PURZV`a_f aUV` V` N O\\X aURf dVYY Y\cR¾
—Mike Young, Fifth Grade Teacher, Pittsburgh, PA
winner of the National Science Foundation’s Teacher of the Year award

½ AUR`R V[a_VTbV[T ]_\WRPa` TVcR PUVYQ_R[ ]_NPaVPR V[ Q\V[T `\ZRaUV[T a\ PUN[TR aUR
d\_YQ NQQV[T QVSSR_R[a V[T_RQVR[a` URNaV[T \_ P\\YV[T ZVeV[T¼dR `PVR[aV`a` PNYY
aUV` ½Q\V[T N[ Re]R_VZR[a¾ `RRV[T dUNa UN]]R[` ½\O`R_cV[T PN_RSbYYf¾ N[Q ]YNfV[T
N_\b[Q ½aR`aV[T cN_VNOYR`¾ .[Q RcR[ ORaaR_ VaÀ` `NSR¼[\ a\eVP PURZVPNY` \_ `]RPVNY
R^bV]ZR[a [RRQRQ ORf\[Q dUNaÀ` S\b[Q V[ N XVaPUR[ N[Q T_\PR_f `a\_R¾
—Anne Hall, Associate Research Scientist,
Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute, and former science teacher
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